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Abstract 
In the ぉynchronous transfer mode (ATM). in which the transmitted data is segmented into fixed-sized packets 
called cels. These cells are directed towards their destination by switching fabric hardware: the cell transmission 
rate is adjustable. Thusぅ ATM is considered a promising techno10gy for future broadband integrated services 
digital networks (B-ISD~s) ， which will hand1e multimedia tra伍c.
The telecommunications industry is changing rapidly. Many multirnedia applications are being developed. 
and tra伍c volume is growing exponentially, as seen in the recent explosive growth of the Internet. To handle 
this rapid growth and change、 future networks must be scalable and adaptive. This dissertation focuses on the 
scalability and adaptability of AT);I networks. 
The switching nodes in an AT"YI network must be easy to scale to handle the growing tra伍c volurne 
expected in a mature mu1timedia networks. The second chapter of this dissertation we describe a scalable 
ATM switch architecture. Multi-stage switching networks are used to scale the AT:VI switching fabric. A 
mu1ti-stage switching network is composed of a number of regularly interconnected switching e1ements. A 
Banyan network is an example of a mu1ti-stage network. As the size of the switching network increases 、 the
maximum throughput is limited by internal blocking and head-of-line blocking. To remove this throughput 
limitation. we studied a cell-bypass queueing mechanism in which subsequent cells can be bypassed when both 
head-of-line cells have the sarne destination. A key design parameter is to what extent cells can be bypassed. 
To set this p紅白net位、 we derived such performance me出町田部 cellloss probability. mean delay time. and the 
max:imurn throughput b}・ analyzing a discrete ~arkov chain for both uniform and non-uniform tra伍c patterns. 
Our analysis showed that the cel bypass queueing discip1ine gτeatly improves Banyan network perforrnance 
with respect to both throughput and cel b10cking probability. whi1e keeping f.出rness under non-uniform tra血c
patterns. A Banyan network with a cel-bypass queueing discipline enab1es us to make an AT:¥lI switch to be 
scaled whi1e maintaining throughput. vVe can thus bui1d a scalab1e ATM swi tching node to meet the rapid 
growth in tra伍c volume expected in future B-ISDNs. 
Traditional1y, a traffic engineering formu1a has been constructed eYery time a new application or service is 
introduced. Present1y, however. many kinds of applications are being developed at an unprecendented rate. 
In the third chapter we introduce a measurement-based admission contro1 for making ATM tra伍c control 
adaptive. Analysis of the cel 10ss ratio as a function of buffer size showed that burst-leve1 tra伍c f?ctuation 
is crucial for admission control. Vle thus deve10ped a mcthod of designing a low-pass filter that estimates 
the instantaneous rate , defined as the sum of the peak rates of the active connections 司 and then deve10ped an 
admission contro1 method in which the maximum instantaneous rate is used to derive the residual bandwidth. 
The monitoring period is set such that the cel 10ss ratio is maintained. Our evaluation of the performance 
of this admission control method by queueing analysis and simulation techniques showed that it achieves high 
bandwidth c伍cicnc:v. ﾀn example implemcntation showed that this method can be implemented using simple 
hardware. Because this method is based on real-time tra伍c measurement and does not ぉsume any kind of 
七ra伍c model. it is suitable for tra伍c with unpredictable characteristics. 
Various types of multimedia tra伍c will be handled in ATM networks. so these networks must be able 
to accommodate different traff? types. i.e ・ぅ quality of service (QoS) targets and tra伍c characteristics. An 
e伍cient way is thus needed to handle tra血 c with different QoS-characteristics. 1n the fourth chapter of this 
dissertation we present a simple and e伍cient adaptive admission control method for handling multiple QoS 
targets. specifically. the cellloss ratio (CLR). The proposed method alternates a sep訂ate control using multiple 
qumes and an aggregate control using an individual CLR.The decision as to which control should be used 
is based on the number of connections. i.e 司汀 the weak -burst type connections request a higher QoS (a lower 
CLR) than the other connections and if they are a small fraction of the total tra伍c volume, separate control 
is used. Otherwise 、 aggregate control is used. By using this adaptive admission decision strategy we can 
ma.ximize the number of admitted connections. For separate control. we use a binary-search algorithm and the 
history of the number of admitted connections to allocate the bandwidth to each queue so 出 to red uce the 
time needed to re-allocate the bandwidth wherl a new connection is admitted Or an existing one departs.For 
aggregate control we introduce two fast algorlthms for calculating the individual CLRs.Because the proposed 
connection admission control method is simple and fast. it achieves high bandwidth e缶ciency in a multiple 
QoS environment. 1t is thus suitable for future multimedia ATM networks. 
The role of admission control is to mむntain an extremely 10w target CLR. A.dmission control is preveηtzve 
contro1. so we need to determine whether the admission control algorithm works properly. The target value 
of CLR is considerably low. e.g.. 1.0e-5 to l.Oe-8. It is thus di伍cult to determine whether the target CLR is 
maintained or not. 1l the 五fth chapter of this dissertation we present a method for estimating the CLR. vYe 
han devcloped a real-time algorithm for estimating the Markov modulated Poission process parameters used to 
calculate the CLR. The developed algorithm uses a 五ctitious queue and a window to determine the load states 、
i.e. underload or overload. We evaluated the performance of this algorithm through computer simulation and 
found that the CLR can be estimated dosely by setting the window size to the minimum cel interval of the 
conllection. The proposed algorithm is thus suitable for admission control. Computer simulation confirmed 
that admission control based on this algorithm achieves high bandwidth e缶Clency.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In this chapter, we describe key concepts addressed in this dissertation: asynchronous transfer mode (AT\I ) , 
ATYI switching architecture. and connection admission control. First we introduce AT:¥1 which brings us the 
broadband integrated services digital networks in Chapter 1.1. ~ext we introduce an ATM switching architecｭ
ture in Chapter 1.2. vVe then descI・ibe the connection admission control to meet various QoS requirements in 
the multimedia B-ISD~ in Chapter 1.3. An outline of this dissertation is shown in Chapter 1.4. 
1.1 Asynchronous Transfer Mode 
The development of computer technology enables us to enjoy the advantages of digitized information. Inforｭ
mation represented in digital form can be easily manipulated ‘ reproduced, and transmitted [2]. Many kinds of 
information can be digitized. such as voice. video. text 、 computer program data. and so on. There is strong mo・
tivation to handle these diffcrent kinds of information in a unified way. Computer networks play an important 
role in transmitting digitized information. In the multimedia environment 、 information rate and holding period 
range widely. Telephon)・ and hi-五 video stream services require low and high bandwidth for a considerable 
period 、 while data transfer requires high bandwidth but lasts only for a short time. Traditionall)・: telecommuｭ
nication networks are developed separately so as to optimize individual services. However, a separate network 
means high cost: development. equipment. operation. and maintenance. In addition. demand for each service 
is not e出Y to forecast. The expectation is that these issues will be dealt with by broadband integrated service 
digital networks (B-ISD::¥). 
Asynchronous transfer mode (AT:VI) is a connection-oriented communication paradigm. in which al the 
information is segmented into 五xed-sized packets called cels [3]. Cells are switched by switchi時 fabric hardｭ
ware and the cell transmission rate is adjustable. AT.Y! is thus considered to be a promising technology for 
future broadband integrated service digital networks (B-ISD:-J) for handling multimedia tra伍c. ATM has been 
standardized as the infrastructure of B-ISDX by two standardization bodies: the International Telecommuniｭ
cation l,-nion-Telecommunication Sta出ardization Sector (ITC -T S). formerly the Consul tative Committee on 
International Telephone and Telegraph (CCITT) and AT:V! Forum. 
The main feature of AT'v! includ四 self-routing switching and label multiplexing. Self-routing switching is 
suitable for hardware implementation. It enables cells to be switched to the proper output port by routing 
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tags attached to thc proprietary cell header. Regard1ess of which input port the cels are injected into. they 
are switched to the output port whose identifier matches the routing tag. In this sense. self-routing switching 
is a passive device. Fixed-sized cel1s and self-routing mechanisms suit hardware imp1ementation. Hardware 
implemcntation allows us to make the switching fabric scalable by regu1arly inter-connecting the switching 
elements. 
In AT:vr networks. a cel1 is identified by the labe1 attached to its header [4]. The ro1. 
performed a瓜t cωonn江me任仁ctれlOn setレ- up. The state information on association of a labe1 and a routing tag is stored at 
an input port unit of the switching fabric at connection setup. The 1abel attached to the cel header is used 
to derive the routing tag necessary to switch the cel. U nlike circuit switching. inwhich the time s10t for each 
communication is synchronized throughout the network. ATM enables us to send cells at any time by virtue 
of the label multip1exing concept. We can adjust the cell transmission rate: when we have no information 、
we don't havc to send cels and can leave the bandwidth to others. thus realizing statistical mu1tiplexing. 
Since ATM isconnection-oriented. it is suitable for implementing a bandwidth guarantee mechanism . 日Then
a connection is set up、 it is checked to determine whether or not su伍cient bandwidth is available to maintain 
certain leve1s of Quality of Service (QoS). This mechanism is called admission control. and is one of the main 
thcmes of this dissertation. 
1.2 ATM switching architecture 
As the mu1timedia network infrastructure progresses toward the next millennium、 the network should be 
expanded to handle subscriber rates of up to :vrega bits per second from the current 64 Kbit/s te1ephony. 
Accordi時ly the switching nodes should scale up to Tbit/s switching capacity to handle future multimedia 
s ubscriber耳 . In future multimedia networks. the bandwidth requirements w辺1 range widely. The switching 
nodes should also scale according to growth of tra白c demand. 
The self routing AT:vr switch fabric is an essentia1 component of AT:vr networks. The routing もag attached 
to the cel header dictates the destination port. ¥iVhen several cells simultaneously contend for the same output 
port. they are queued at input ports or output ports. An input-bu:fer switch stores those contending cels at an 
input bu:fer other than the one selected to be sent to the output port. while an output-bu:fer switch stores al 
the contending cels at the output bu:fer. An input-bu:fer switch requires an arbitration mechanism to choose 
the cel to be served from among the contending cells within a single cel slot time. Since there are potentially 
入- contending cells. the arbitration mechanism should be faster than N times the input and output port rate. 
However、 an output-buffer s¥vitch requires a bu:fer whose access time is fast enough to simultaneously store 
_Y cells within a singlc ccl s10t. The arbitration mechanism is imp1emented in wired logic. while the bu:fer 
is implemented in FIFO mcmory. Since itis di伍cult to implement a high speed access time FIFO memory 
出 the access speed increases. an input bu:fer type ATM switch has been used to construct a high speed core 
switching fabric [5] 
E¥"Cn though an input bu:fer sv"itch is suitable for a high-speed core ATM switch, it is di伍cult to arbitrate 
入- input ports within a single cell transmission time as the number of input ports increases [5]. A large number 
of multi-stage interconnection networks have been proposed [6] to solve this problem. 1] nits of switching fabrics 
(we call them switching elements) are interconnected with each other in a multistage fashion. The Ba町出1
net,,'ork is a multistage sv.・itching netv,'ork. Fig 1.1 shows the 16 x 16 Banyan network with 2 x 2 switching 
つ
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Figure 1.1: 16 x 16 Banyan network. 
elements (SEs). Each switching element is linked to those at its adjacent stages such that a unique path can 
be established from every input trunk to every output trunk. A cel at stageηis automatically transferred to 
stageη + 1 according to the n-th bit of the destination address of the output port. If the corresponding bit 
is "0". the cel is passed to the upper output port, while in the other casc (the bit is 勺吋) ・ it is passed to the 
lower output port. A multistage network allows us to implement an ATyl switching system with small to large 
capacity according to tra伍c demand. 
As the size of the Banyan network increases , the maximum throughput is limited by head-of-line (HOL) 
blocking. HOL blocking refers to the following phenomenon. Ifcells at the heads of buffers on both input ports 
are addressed to the same output port in a switching element. one of them is blocked. The other output port 
is thus left unused during the clock cycle , even if one of the cells remaining in the buffer is destined for that 
unused output port. 
Chapter 2 considers a non-FIFO queueing discipline to eliminate the influence of HOL blocking. vVe cal this 
the cell bypass queueing discipline; subsequent cells can be bypassed when both head-of-line cells are destined 
for 吐le same output. Through analysis and simulation. we investigate the e:fect of a key design parameter of 
this discipline: to what extent the cells should be bypassed. 
1.3 Connection admission control in ATM networks 
Since AT:vr is connection-orÌented、 we can implement a mechanism for guaranteeing the bandwidth. vYhen 
the connection is set up ‘ it is checked to determine whether or not s u伍cient bandwidth is ayailable. Since an 
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AT~r network is a high speed network ‘ rate-based tra伍c control should be used rather than credit-based tra伍c
control [7]. That is. network resource management is performed using a traffic descriptor for cel transmission 
rate. Connection admission control (CAC) determines whether or not a new connection setup request should 
be accepted by taking into account the current network resource status. tra血c descriptor and target QoS for 
individual connections [8. 9] 
Figure 1.2 illustrates the connection setup sequence. When a new connection setup request is invoked, 
sign出ing messages including information e1emen ts (IEs) such as traffic descriptor and target QoS 1evel for the 
conncction are transmitted to the network [10]. CAC is then performed at each node. If the connection is 
admitted at the node. the bandwidth is reserved and the message is passed to the downstream node. 
Of the QoS measurcs. cellloss ratio (CLR) and cell transfer delay (CTD) are affected by bandwidth utilizaｭ
tion. Thereforeぅ they are QoS measures that CAC should consider. Since the maximum CTD is determined 
by buffer size and link capacity, the CLR has been used as a QoS measure [11 ヲ 121， and is also considered in 
this dissertation. The role of CAC in CTD is how to limit the number of hops in determining the route by 
constraining end-to-end target CTD. 
As mentioned earlier. CAC isbased on a traffic descriptor for cel transmission rate. A user shou1d declare 
peak and average rates at connection setup. These rates are checked by usage parameter control (UPC) 
to determine whether or not they exceed those declared values (Fig. 1.3). If they do. they are discarded 
immediately or marked for 10w priority treatment in a congestion situation. Since it is di伍cult to accurately 
estimate these rates beforehand. the declared values may need to include a safety margin to avoid being 
discarded or marked by "GPC. which leads to 10w bandwidth e伍ciency. Chapter 3 studies measurement-based 
admission control as a means of solving this problem. ¥iVe exp10re a 10w-pass filter design for estimating the 
instantaneous rate and present an admission control method based on measured maximum instantaneous rate. 
Since AT¥I networks must handle mu1ti media tra伍c ‘ they shou1d accommodate different tra伍c types with 
respect to target QoS and traffic characteristics. ¥Ve need to determine an e伍cient way to handle mu1tip1e 
QoS and tra伍c characteristics. In Chapter 4 ラ we study an adaptive admission contro1 method for mu1tip1e 
target QoS 1evels. A proposed CAC method司 in which separate and aggregate controls are se1ected adaptive1y, 
achie，・es high bandwidth e伍cienc)・ for any combination of QoS and tra缶c characteristics. 
Since admission control is preventive control. we need to validate whether the admission control a1gorithm 
actual1y works properly. Since one ro1e of CAC is to maintain the target CLR, we need to validate whether 
or not the actual CLR is lower than the target value. which is extremely 10w. e.g ・. 1. 0e- ・5 to 1.0e-8. Thus. it 
is hard to judge whethe1' 01' not the target QoS level is maintained. Chapter 5 presents a real-time M:vrpp 
paramete1' estimating method for calculating CLR. 
1.4 Outline of this dissertation 
Change in the telecommunications industr}・ is rapid. :Vlany multimedia applications are being developed and 
tra伍c vo1u凹 is growing exponential1y. ぉ seen in the recent exp10sive growth of the Internet [13]. Because 
of this rapid growth and change. future networks should be scalable and adaptive. This dissertation focuses 
on the sCalabilit}・ and adaptabilit}・ of ATM networks. The following chapters address scalable AT:VI switch 
archi tectures ‘ measurement-based adapti，・eadmission con tro1 for tra白c ¥vhose characteristics are unpredictab1e. 
an adaptive admission control for multip1e QoS 1eve1s. and a real-time algorithm for estimating CLR. The road 
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map of this dissertation is shown in Fig 1.4. 
1.4.1 A scalable ATM switching architecture 
The first part of this dissertation addresses a scalable AT¥tI switch architecture [14 ‘ 15ト in particular、 Banyan
networks. which use 2 x 2 input-buffer type switches as switching elements. As discussed earlier ぅ the throughpu t 
of such a Banyan network is limited by HOL blocking. 1t was already shown that a Banyan network composed of 
2x 2 switching elements with a single buffer attains a maximum throughput of around 0.45. Even with a F1FO 
multiple buffer at each switching element, only a minor advantage can be obtained over the single-buffered 
Banyan network. This is because head of line blocking occurs in the F1FO multiple buffer. 
To eliminate the infl.uence of such head of line blocking, we consider a non-F1FO queueing discipline at the 
two input buffers of the 2 x 2 switching element う called the cel bypα88 queueing di8cipline , in which subsequent 
cells can bypass the head-of-line cel if both of head-of-line cells are destined for the same output. Head of line 
blocking can be eliminated as fo11ows: if the ce1 at the head of the input buffer loses an output contention. 
the following cells wit山h山i
por口t unt凶もtil one of them is successful. 
A key design parameter for this discipline is how far cells can be bypassed. vVe present an exact analysis 
for the 2 x 2 switching element with input buffers based on this discipline. vVe derived performance measures 
such as cellloss probability, mean delay time. and ma氾mum throughput by analyzing a discrete Markov chain 
for both uniform and non-uniform tra伍c patterns. Furthermore. an approximate analysis is developed for the 
Banyan network. composed of 2 x 2 switching elements with a cel bypass queueing discipline. vVe investigate 
the effect of that discipline on performance through numerical results obtained from our analys缶詰 well as from 
simulation results. vVe also examine nonuniform input tra伍c models. Our analysis shows that the cel bypass 
queueing 輙iscipline greatly improves the performance of the Banyan network with respect to both throughput 
and cel blocking probability. while kceping fairness under non-uniform t ra伍c pattern. 
Since a Banyan network with a cel-bypass queueing discipline enables us to make an ATM switch scale 
well while maintaining throughput. we can build a scalable ATM switching node to meet the rapid growth in 
tra伍c volume in the future B-1SDK. 
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Traditionally. tra日c engineering plays an important role in provisioning a network resource. vVhen a new service 
or application is developed. cel traffic is characterizedぅ叩dma七hematical models are const l'・ucted. Operational 
formulae are derived on the basis of these mathematical models. 1n the future multimedia networkう vanous
kinds of tra伍c are mixed. leading to diversified trafi.c characteristics. 1n addition , many kinds of applications 
have recently been developed at an unprecedented rate. "C" nder such a diversi五ed environment and rapid 
changes of traffic characteristics. it is hard to establish mathematical models for individual tra伍c types 、 and
to dimension the network resource. 1n addition ‘ if we take the above approach, every time a new application 
emerges. we will need to establish a new mathematical model. To solve this problem , we consider an adaptive 
admission control based on real-time tra白c measurement. 1n the second part of this dissertation 、 we address a 
脱出urement-based admission control [16. 1 ? 18. 19]. First. we analyze the cellloss ratio as a function of buffer 
size and sho¥¥' that burst-leγel tra伍c fluctuation is crucial to admission control. Then we develop a method for 
Chapter 6 
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Figure 1.4: Road map of the dissertation. 
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designing a 10w-pa.ss fi1ter to estimate an instantaneous rate defined ぉ asum of peak rate of active connections 
sending a burst. We also deve10ped an admission contro1 method ‘ in which the maximum instantaneous rate 
is used to derive the residua1 bandwidth. vVe ana1yzed the monitoring period to maintain a certain cel 10ss 
ratio by solving a queueing model. vYe derived a distribution for the number of connections admitted by the 
proposed admission contro1 method through qlleueing analysis and a simu1ation technique. もNe also addressed 
imp1ementation of the method and showed that it can be implemented by simp1e hardware. Since the method 
is ba.sed on real-time tra缶c measurement and does not assume any kind of tra伍c model. it is suitable for the 
future B-ISDN. 
1.4.3 An adaptive admission control method for multiple QoS level 
Since the ATM network is intended for mu1timedia networks う it should support divers泊ed QoS requirements 
and tra缶c characteristics e茄cient1y. A new traffic type may appear in the course of multimedia network 
deve1opment. The number of traffic types is expected to increa.se in the future. We present a simple and 
e伍cient adaptive admission control method for multip1e tむget QoS leve1s with respect to cell10ss ratio (CLR) 
[1 ?. The proposed method a1ternates a separate contro1 using multiple queues to separate the bandwidth 
and an aggregate contro1 using an individual CLR. The decision a.s to which control should be used is ba.sed 
on the number of connections.. i.e. if weak burst type connections request higher QoS (lower CLR) than 
other connections and if they are small fractions of total tra伍c volume. separate control is used. Otherwise ‘ 
aggregate control is used. もiVith this adaptive admission decision strategy, we can maximize the number of 
admitted connections. For separate control ‘ we employed a binary-search algorithm and used the history of the 
number of admitted connections to determine the bandwidth allocation for each queue to improve a bandwidth 
re-allocation time for the queueう in which a new connection has been admitted or an existing connection has 
departecl.. For aggregate control, we deve10ped two fast algorithms for calcu1ating the individual CLR. Since 
the proposed connection admission control method is simple and fast 同 and achieves high bandwidth e伍ciency
for multiplc QoS environment、 it is suitable for future multimedia ATM networks. 
1.4.4 A real-time MMPP parameter estimating method for calculating cell 10ss 
ratio 
Sincぞ admission control is preveη'.tive control 、 we need to validate whether the admission contro1 algorithm 
actual1y works properly. Since a role of CAC is to maintain the target CLR, we need to va1idate that the actua1 
CLR is lower than the targct yalue‘\\・hich is extremelJ・ low. e.g・. 1.0e-?to 1.0e-8. Thus. it is hard to judge 
whether or not the target QoS lenl is maintained. vVe developed a real-time algorithm for estimating "ylarkov 
modulated Poission process (yIlIPP) parameters to estimate the CLR [20, 21]. Once we can estimate the 
::'DIPP parameters. we can calculate the CLR by solving the :.r:vIPp /D /l/K queueing model [22. 23. 24 ‘ 25]. 
¥Ye consider that the aggregate cel stream fits to two state ~/Iarkov :vlodu1ated Poisson Process 何"YIPP)
models ‘ and derive the parameters of the :VI"YIPP model. This method is based on a two-state cel stream rnodel 
composed of overload and under-load states. Since the two state :vl"YlPP requires only four parameters. the 
proposed algorithm reduces the rnemory requirements to store the measurement data‘ which is suited to online 
processing. The denloped algorithm employs a fictitious queue and a ¥vindow to determine the load states: 
underload or oYerload. The performance of this method is investigated through simulation for multiplexing 
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of both homogeneous and heterogeneous on-off sourccs with a ¥"ﾌde spectrum of tra血c characteristics. ¥Ye 
shoVi' that we can estimate the CLR properly by setting the window size to the minimum cel inten'a1 of the 
connections. ¥Ve suggest that the proposed a1gorithm can be applied to admission control. Through computer 
simu1ation. we show that this admission control method achieves high bandwidth e伍ciency.
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Chapter 2 
Scalable ATM switch architecture 
based on Banyan network with cell 
bypass queueing discipline 
Banyan networks are ones of multi-stage interconnection networks with self-routing capability which is suitable 
for ATM networks. lt was already shown that the Banyan network composed of 2 x 2 switching elements 
with single buffer attains a max:imum throughput of around 0.45. Even with an F1FO multiple buffer at 
each switching element, only a minor advantage can be obtained over the single-buffered Banyan network. 
1t is because the head of line blocking occurs in the F1FO multiple buffer. 1n this chapter、 we consider a 
non-FIFO queueing discipline at two input buffers of the 2 x 2 switching element. which we caIl a cel1 bypass 
queueing discipline to eliminate the infiuence of such head of line blocking. ¥Ve present an exact analysis for 
the 2 x 2 switching element with input buffers based on this discipline. Furthermore. an approximate analysis 
is developed for the Banyan network composed of 2 x 2 switching elements with cel bypass queueing discipline. 
¥Ye investigate the e百ect of that discipline on performance through numerical results obtained by our analyses 
出 well as simulation results. ¥iVe also examine the nonuniform input tra伍c models. Our analysis shows that 
the cel bypass queueing discipline considerably improves performance of the Banyan network with respect to 
both throughput and cel1 blocking probability. 
2.1 Introduction 
In high speed communication networks, a large number of multi-stage interconnection networks such as Banyan 
networks have been proposed for an ATM switch owing to their self-routing capability and suitability for LS1 
implementations. However. blocking may occur at the internal switching elements in such Banyan networks; 
i.e. even if cells arriving at the different input trunks are destined for different output trunks, the)・ may
comend for the same internallink. and losers are blocked in the switching element. This results in performance 
degradation of the s¥yitch. J e叫 [26] analyzed the Banyan r削work composed of 2x2 switchi時 elements each 
of which has a single buffer on each input port. and showed that its ma幻mum throughput is limited to around 
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It is one of possible approaches for performance improvements to provide a multiple buffer. which can hold 
more than one cel. instead of a singlc buffer on each input port. Kim et al. [2? 28] analyzed the Banyan 
network with FIFO multiple buffers ・ and showed that it has a minor advantage over the one with single buffer. 
This is due to the effect of the head of line blocking in an FIFO input buffer. The head of line blocking refers 
to the following phenomenon. If cells at the head of buffers on both input ports are addressed to the same 
output port in a switching element. one of them is blocked. The other output port is thus left unused during 
the clock cycle even if there is a cel destined for that unused output port among the remaining cels being in 
the rest of the buffer. 
The head of line blocking can be eliminated as follows: if the cel at the head of the input buffer loses 
an output contention. the following cells within the range of search (or scanning) are successively granted to 
contend for an output port until one of them wins the contention. This kind of a discipline was applied for 
入・ x _V nonblocking packet switch in [29ト and for each switching element in the Banyan 1附work in [30] 
Those papers gave simulation results for the maximum throughput and showed the improvement due to this 
discipline. Below句、!Ve will refer to the above discipline as a cel bypass queueing discipline. :'-Jote that it is 
called aωtηdoω selectωn policy in [29] and a bypαss qu刊eing discipline in [30] 
In this chapter. we first describe a detailed algorithm for this discipline in Sect. 2.2. Then. we will present 
an exact analysis for the 2 x 2 switching element with cel bypass queueing discipline in Sect. 2.3. Our analysis 
will provide the average delay time versus input rate and cel blocking probability at a 五nite buffer on an input 
port. These performance me出ures are obtained as a function of the range of scanning. which may be limited 
by hardware implementation. Furthermore. an approximate analysis is developed for the Banyan network 
composed of the 2 x 2 switching elcments with cel bypass queueing discipline in Sect. 2.4. These analyses are 
able to be applied for nonuniform input tra伍c models. Thc effect of nonuniform input tra伍c will be examined 
for the 2 x 2 switching element in Sect. 2.3 and for the Banyan network in Sect. 2.4. respectively. Sect. 2.5 will 
conclude this chapter. 
2.2 Buffered banyan networks with cell bypass queueing discipline 
2.2.1 Structure of buffered Banyan network 
Th(' buffered Banyan network is a multistage network in which the switching elements with bu百ers arc arranged 
in stages. Figure 2.1 sho ,","s a 3-stage (8x8) Ba町an network. (:vlore explanations for Fig. 2.1 will be given.) 
Each switching elemcnt is a crossbar switch with two input ports and two output ports. and has a multiple 
buffer on each input port to store one or more arriying cells apart from the "single-buffered" Banyan networks 
(e.g. [26] ト which are composed of the 2x2 switching element with a single buffer on each input port. Each 
witching element is linked to the ones at its adjacent stages in such a way that a unique path can be established 
from eyer)・ input trunk to every output trunk. A cell at stage n is automatically transferred to stageη+1 
according to the n-th bit of its destination 辻ddress of the output trunk if the input buffer at stageη+ 1 is not 
fu11. 01' if the buffer is full but the cel in the buffer can advance at the same clock cycle. Ifthe corresponding 
bit is "0". the cell is passed to the upper output port while. in another case (the bit is "1"). it is passed to the 
lower output port. 
The Banyan network is operated synchronously. In the first part of the clock cycle. contro1 signals are 
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Figure 2.1: Sample 8 x 8 Banyan nctwork. 
passed across the network so that every switching element of the network can determine whcther to send or 
hold its cels. Then, in the second part of the clock cycle ‘ the cel is sent to the next stage in accordancc with 
control signals. The whole process is repeated in every clock cycle. 
As in [26] and [28]. cells arriving on input trunks to the Banyan 1凶wo叫rl比，'k仁 are 五fir凶.
input buffer controller (IBC) (see Fig. 2.1 ). At the beginning of the clock cycle. if the corresponding buffer 
of the switching element at 七 he first stage is able to accept the cell. the IBC will mo¥'e thc cel into the bu首位
from the IBC buffer on an FIFO basis. 
The following section will describe how to serve cells stored in two input port buffers of the switching 
element by the cell bypass queueing discipline. 
2.2.2 Cell bypass queueing discipline for input bu宜er sched uling a t swi tching 
element 
Kim et aJ. [2? 28] ana1yzed the Ba可an network with FIFO multiple bufi'er in which the cells in each input 
buffer are served in an FIFO manner. If cells at the head of 1'wo FIFO input buffers are destined for the same 
output port. one of these two cels will be random1y chosen to be passed to the next stage. Another cell is stil 
stored in the buffer. The other output port is thus left unused during the clock cycle even if the cell destined 
for that output port exists in the rest of the buffers. This undesirable feature (called heαd-of・ line blocking) 
degrades performance of the 2 x 2 switching element. Then. it 1eads to performance degradation of the entire 
Banyan networks. 
In order to improve the performance of the switching e1ement. a new (non-FIFO) discipline has been 
proposed in [29. 30]. A. detai!ed algorithm of the discipline (refereed as a cel bypass queueing discipline) we 
consider in this chapter is as fol1ows: if the cells at the head of both upper and 10wer input ports are destined 
13 
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fo1' thc same output po1't (say output port 1) ‘ both buffers are scanned simultaneously from head to tail in 
order to find the cel destined fo1' anothe1' output port 2. If the cel destined for an idle output port (output 
port 2 in this c出e ) is found. it is se1'ved instead of the cel at the head of that buffer. 
A scαηnmg r，αηge. which speci五es hO¥¥1 fa1' the cel destinations are checked from the head of the buff灯、
must be equal to the input buffe1' size to achieve the best performance. However. it may be limited to some 
smaller value than the buffe1' size by hardware limitation because each switching element shou1d be operated 
at very high speed in the broadband ISD:¥. Thus. we will obtain the performance of the switch as a function 
of the scanning range which can be less than or equal to the buffe1' size. 
Mo1'e speci五cally二 the ce1 bypass queueing discipline determines next transmitting cells as follows. Below, 
we assume that both of cells at the head of two input port buffers (input port buffers 1 and 2) are being 
destined fo1' output port 1.もiVith FIFO discipline , only one of two cells is al10wed to be transmitted to the 
output port. On the contrary, we can consider the following four cases for determining cells to transmit in the 
case of the cel bypass queueing discipline. 
Case 1: The cel destined for output port 2 isfound only at input port buffer 1 within the scanning range. 
The cel destined for output port 2 found at input port buffer 1 and the cell destined for output port 1 
at the head of the input port buffer 2 are sent to the output ports. 
Case 2: The cel destined for output port 2 isfound only at input port buffer 2 within the scanning range. 
The cel destined for output port 1 at the head of the input port buffer 1 and the cell destined for output 
port 2 found at input port bu恥r 2 are sent to the output ports. 
Case 3: Both upper and lower input port buffers have cells destined for output po1't 2 within the scanning 
1'ange. 
The cel found fi1'st in the course of scanning both buffers is se1ected to send it to output port 2. As for 
the other input port. the cell at the head of it is sent to the output port 1. 
Case 4: AnJ・ cell destined for output port 2 does not exist within the scanning range. 
In this cぉe‘ either of two cells at the head of input port buffers is randomly chosen and served in a clock 
cycle. Another・ unchosen cell is stil held d uring at least one clock cycle. 
\\・hen both of two cells at the head of input port buffers are destined fo1' output port 2. cells to send are 
determined in a similar fashion. By this operation. we would expect that it is more possible to transmit two 
cells destined for distinct output po1'ts in same clock cycle. :¥ote that the sequence of the cells be10nging to 
the same path cannot be broken even in using the above discipline. This fact is important in an AT:yr netwo1'k 
enn1'onmen t.
Be10w. \\・e first e...aluate pcrformance of a 2 x 2 switching elemE'nt with cell bypass queueing discip1ine in the 
next sectlOn. 
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2.3 Performance of 2 x 2 switching element with cell bypass queueｭ
ing discipline 
In this section . we focus on performance of the 2 x 2 switching element. For this purpOSE'. we 五rst prescm an 
exact analysis of the switching element with cel bypass queueing discip1ine. Then 、 wewill evaluate performance 
through the ana1ytica1 resu1ts. Simu1ation resu1ts are also provided because our analysis has a limit such that 
it cannot be applied in the cases of buffers of large and a wide scanning range. 
2.3.1 乱10deling and analysis 
Each 2 x 2 switching e1ement consists of two input ports (input ports 1 and 2) two output ports (output ports 1 
and 2). Each of two input ports has a 五nite capacity buffer of size Li (i=1. 2). A scanning range is Si (i=1. 2); 
Si 三 Li' ~ote that the case of Siニ 1 corresponds to the classical Banyan networks with FIFO multiple buffcrs 
where destinations of on1y cells at the head of two input port buffers are examined. v'e assume that time is 
slotted with slot size being equal to a cel t1'ansmission time. Two of input lines synch1'onized. Cells arrive at 
the beginning of time slot. and then a scheduling to determine the next transmission cells to the output ports 
takes place. Its processing time is assumed to be equal zero. 
vVe further assume that a cel arriving on input port i isdestined fo1' output port j with probability Pij at 
each time slot. ~amelyぅ at input port 1, the cel arrives with probability (pll + P12) at each time slot. and the 
destination of the cel is the output port 1 [output port2] with probability Pll/(Pll + P12) 民1 2/ (P l1 +P12)]. At 
input port 2, same assumptions regarding cel arrivals are made. 
Furthermore. we introduce a virtual probability rj (j=l. 2) that the output port j isidle 、 and that it can 
accept the cell when the cel is being sent to output port j. vVith probability 1-rj 、 the cell is not actually 
transmitted to output port j and stil being he1d at the input port buffer at 1east until the next time slot. 
When we consider the who1e Banyan network う this p1'obabi1ity corresponds to the casc where the input port 
buffer of the next stage, which is connected from the output port at the current stage. is available. 01' ful hut 
he cel at the head of that input buffer can advance at the same time slot. Note that rj's are not required for 
the ana1ysis of the switching element alone. but will be necessary ¥vhen we analyze the entire Banyan network 
in the next section. 
Since we have assumed that cells arrive according to a Bernoulli process ぅ wecan define the following discreteｭ
time discrete-space .Yrarkoy process. To describe this p 1'ocess 司 we int1'oduce the following random variables. 
Let di(t) (1 三 J 三 Si) be a random variable indicating the output port number which , at time t 、 j-th. cel i凶n 
H恥
out叩pu凶t po町rt 1(いoutpu凶t po1'吋t 2幻). By qi(t). v.;e define a random variable for the number of cells which are stored 
beyond the scanning range. the buffer state for each input port can be represented by on1y d~(trs(l 三 j 5: k) 
Then the remai山
such a state. ~ amely. 
di (t) = (d}(t). d; (t)... d~(t). -:"' : 一) ， 。三 k 5: Si ・ (2.1) 
where a symbol 二 means that the state is not applicable. In what follows. we will use the notation 九 (di(t)) 
to represent the number of cells destined for output port j at input port buffer ?for the given di for eぉe of 
presentation. Appa1'ently. the sum of λ-l(di( t) ) and 入-2 (可 ( t)) equals k from 山 definition.
1.5 
By these r.v ・ s. we can completely specify the buffer state ヲ 11i (t). at input port buffer i at 七ime t as: 
j ( di(t): 一 ) . if k 三 5i
11i(t) = く 7I (di(t): qi(t). otherwise i = L 2 
(2.2) 
Then. we can represent the entire state of the switching element at time t by 11i (t ) 二 ( 111(t): II2(t). 
This process forms a :'vlarkov chain ‘ and it is possible to obtain the transition probabilities Prob[IIi(t + 
l)l11i(t)J. However. a description of such transition probabilities is a tedious work , and we omit it in the 
current chapter. By let ting t →∞、 we obtain the marginal steady state probability density for queue length 
distributions of two input port buffers: P(II) = P(111: II2). From now on , we will omit t in the above 
notations for representing that they are in the steady state. 
2.3.2 Derivation of performance measures 
Now ‘ we derive the following performance measures for the 2 x 2 switching element. 
Mean queue length 
Below , we will derive the mean queue length at input port buffer 1. When the numbers of cells destined 
for output port 2 are m and k -m (there exist k cels in total). respectivelyぅ t he followi時 two cases are 
considered: 
Casel: All of k cells are within the scope of the scanning rangeぅ i.e.. k 三 31 ・ Then. the probability that 
there exist m cels destined for output port 1 in the buffer can be derived by collecting the steady state 
prob<tbilities. P( II ) 、 for al II such tl川 the number of cells destined output port 1. .l¥i1 ( d~ ) ， is equal to 
m. 
Case 2: In the case where k i 51 ・ we should take into account the destinations of k -51 cels which are located 
in thc buffer beyond the scanning range because we only know the steady state probabilities for the total 
number of such cels (given by q1 = k -Sl) by our state representations. vVhen k' ( 三 min (m. 51) cels 
destined for output port 1 are within the scanning range. other m -k' cells destined for output port 1 
among k -51 ccls is given by 
; m k' _ (口) (出) m-k (出
Now ‘ by letting Q11 be the mean numbers of cels destined for output port 1, we have 
Q11 - 乞 {LL 2二 mP(II = ( d~; - ):π2) 
+ 
"\I 7r2 εn 2 k=O m=ﾜ vd~ 5.t Nd d~)二m
L L Lε 
k=Sl+lm=O 1.:'=0 Vd~ls.t. .vl ( d~-l ) =k ' 
mp~.m.k' P(1I = ( d~ ユ ; k -51) :π2)} 
(2.3) 
Q12 which is the mean number of cels destined for output port 2 at input port 1, is also obtained by the similar 
wa::・ Furthermore. Q21 (Q22). which is the mean number of cells destined for output port 1 (for output port 
2) at input port 2. can be also obtained. 
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Blocking probabilities 
vYhen an input port buffer is ful and any cel in the buffer can Ilot adyance the next stage. the cel arriving 
at the input port buffer will be blocked. Here. we will only consider the blocking probabil?y. Pbt. that the 
arriving cells at input port buffer 2. Pb 2 ・ can be obtained by the same discussion. 
To derive Pb1 ・ we consider the set of states such that the input port buffer 1 is ful and the cells at the head 
of both upper and lower input port buffers are destined for output port L 1n this set of states 、 both upper and 
lower input buffers are scanned to find the cel destined for output port 2. This set can be classified into the 
following six subsets: 
E1: The subset of states such that the cells destined for output port 2 first appears at input port buffer 1. For 
example. the buffer states 
1I1 (t) 
II2(t) 
= (di = L di = 2, d~ = 1.・ :q1 = L1 -51) 
(d~ 二 1 ， d~ 二 2.d~ ニ 1 ・ :q2 = L2 -52) 
correspond to this case. The cel destined for output port 2 found at input port buffer 1 and the cel 
destined for output port 1 at the head of input port buffer 2 wiU be chosen to be sent to each output 
port. The probability that the chosen cel at input port buffer 1 fails to be sent to output port 2 isgivcn 
by 1 -r2 ・ Then司 the next arriving cel at input port buffer 1 will be lost. 
E2: The subject of states such that the cel destined for output port 2 first appears at input port buffer 2. 1n 
this case. the cel at the head of the input poτt buffer 1 and the cel destined for output port 2 found at 
input port buffer 2 will be chosen to be sent to each output port. The probability that the chosen 何II at 
the head of the input port buffer 1 fails to be transmitted to the output port 1 isgiven by 1 -r1 ・
E3: The subset of states such that cels destined for output port 2 are located at the same distance from the 
head of buffers at both input port buffers 1 and 2. 1n this case. a cel1 to send to each output port is
chosen from ir巾
input port buf茸fer 1 isdecided for the one to the output port 1. that cel cannot be sent to the output 
port 1 with probability (1 -rl)/2. The probability of failing to transmit the cel is (1 -1"2)/2 when the 
cel destined for output port 2 isselected at input port buffer 1. 
E4: The subset of states such that the cel destined for output port 2 exists only at input port 1. and is never 
found at input port buffer 2 within the scanning range. For example, the following state illustrates this 
case: 
111(t) 
112(t) 
= (dt = 1, d? = 2.df = 1 ・ :q1 = L1 -51) 
= (d~ = 1.d~ = 1.d~ = 1 ・・ : q2ニ L2 -52) 
1n this case. that cel will be sent to the output port 2 and fail it with probability 1 -r2 ・
E.j: The subset of states such that the cel destined for output port 2 e泊sts only a t ? pu t port buffer 2. 1n 
this case , cel will be chosen for being sent to the output port 2. but fail it with probability 1 -Tl ・
1?
Ee: The subset of states such that the cel destined for output port 2 are not found neither at input port buffer 
1 nor at input port buffer 2. The sample case is: 
II1(t) - (d~=l ， dî= 1. . ...dfl ニ1.・・・; ql = L1 -51) 
II 2 ( t) = (d~ = 1 ぅ d~ = 1. ・ 142=1. ・・ ; q2 = L2 - 52) 
1n this case 、 the cell at states such that the input port buffer 1 will be chosen with probability 1/2 and 
fails to be sent to the output port with probability 1 -Tl ・If it is not chosen (this case occurs with 
probability 1/2). the arriving cell at input port buffer 1 will be blocked with probability 1. 
Similarly. the set of states such that the input port buffer 1 isful and the cells at 七 he head of both upper and 
lower input port buffers are destincd for output port 2 can be classi五ed into other six subsets. vVe denote those 
subsets as E, '"E12 ・
1n summaryヲ we obtain the blocking probability at input port 1, Pb1 as 
P Bl = (1 -T2) 2二 P(II) + (1-T1) L 
vIIε E 1 uE4 uE8UEll vIIεE2UE5 uE，uE10 
+2-Tl - T2 
つ 乞 P(II) + 午2_ L 
vIIε E3UE9 vIIε E6 UE12 
P(II) 
P(II) 
The blocking probability at input port 2. Pb2. can be derived in the same manner as in the above. 
Mean delay time 
By Little 司 s Law
‘ 
Dij = Qij/((l -Pbi)pρ. i , j = 1. 2: (2.4) 
where Dij is the mean delay time (including the cell transmission time) for cells from input port i もo output 
port) 
2.3.3 Numerical discussions 
11 this sec tion 、 we provide numerical results for performance of the 2 x 2 switching elememt with cel bypass 
queueing discipline. For numerical discussions ぅ we set the scanning ranges for input port 1 and input port 2 
to 5. i.e. 5 = Sl 二 52 ・ Furthermore. both input ports have buffe1's of a same size L. The probability T j is 
set to 1. i. e. the cels are never blocked at the output port when it wins the contention at the input port. 
The analysis presented above allows us to examine both uniform and nonuniform tra伍c patternsう which will 
be discussed in Sect. 2.3.3 and Sect. 2.3.3. 1'espectively. 
Uniform traffic pattern 
Fo1' the unifo1'm traffic case (i.e.
‘
p = Pll -P12 - P21 二 P22)' we 自rst give the mean dela}・ tlme versus 
throughput observed at each output port in Fig. 2.2. The input port buffer size L is set to 4. :¥?oting that 
the case of S = 1 corresponds to the classical FIFO discipline
‘
we can see from Fig. 2.2 that the cel bypass 
queueing discipline offers a substantial improyement; e.g ・. the maximum throughput exceeds 0.9 with 5 = 3. 
The blocking probability is also improved by letting the scanning range be large as shown in Fig. 2.3. 
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Figure 2.2: Throughput dependent on scanning range fo1' the 2 x 2 switching elcment. 
To examine the effect of a larger buffer size and a wider scanning range 、 we show the simu1ation resu1ts 
for the blocking probabilities for various values of scanning ranges S in Fig. 2.3. The arriva1 rate p( = Pl1 = 
P12 = P21 = P刈 is set to 0.45 i.e ・. a cell arrives on each input port with probability 0.9 at a time slot. and 
is destined for one of two output ports with equal probability. From the figu1'e. we observe that the b10cking 
probability can be improved with scanning range 5 of large size. Furthermore. Fig. 2.4 shows that thc 10w 
blocking probability (e.g. , 1e-6) can be obtained ev刊er引n 羽w
is fully large. 
N onuniform tra血c pattern 
?イぞxt ， we examine the effect of nonuniform tra伍c pattern on the performance of thc switching e1ement. For this 
purposeぅ we consider two kinds of tra伍c; heavy tra伍c and 1ight tra伍c at each inpu t port. Then. we use the 
following three sets of performances for the tra伍c pattern: (Pheavy ,Plight) = (0.8.5. 0.05). (0.72.0.18). (0.6.0.3) 
where Pheavy = pll = p22 and Plight = p12 = p21 pheavy. The bu百er size L set to 4. 
1n Fig. 2.5 司 we show the analytica1 resu1ts for the mean de1ay times for each set of parameters dependent 
on the scanning 1'ange 5. In the figure , thc notations. D he白川- D12 = D21) and Dlight(= D12 = D21). 
are use d to represent the mean de1ay times for heavy tra伍cs and for light tra伍c. respectively. Daverage is 
the average delay for both heavy tra伍c and light tra白c. which is derived by (PllDl1 + P12D12)/(PLJ + P12) 
[= (P21D21 + P22D22)/(P21 + P22)]' We 叫so depict comparable results for uniform tra缶c case indicated by 
(0.45.0.45). The corresponding blocking probabilities are shown in Fig. 2.6. 
1n Figs. 2.5 and 2.6. we can observe that the tota1 average delay at the input port buffer (Dαverage ) 
and the blocking probability can be improved by a wider scanning range even in the cぉe of the nonuniform 
tra伍c pattern gives beもter performance with respect to the above performance measures. :¥ote that the latter 
observation is a natural result because the contention between cells destined for the same output port is less 
likel)・ to occur in the case of the nonuniform tra白c pattern. 
However. the mean delay time for the light tra日 c becomes larger as the degree of the unbalance between 
light tra伍c grows. To explain this. 1et us see such an extreme cぉe as shown in Fig. 2.? The numbers in the 
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buffe1' us this figure show the destinations of the co1'1'esponding cels. Cells at the head of both of two input 
port buffe1's a1'e destined fo1' the same output po1't 2. Then, a scanning p1'ocess to 五nd the cel destined for 
anothe1' output po1't 1 is invoked. Such a cel is more likely to be found at input port buffer 1 undc1' the t 1'a伍c
condition we now consider. The cel destined for output port 2 found in input port buffe1' 1 and the cel at the 
head of the input po1't buffe1' 2 a1'e then t1'ansmitted while the cel destined fo1' output port 2 at the hf'ad of 
input po1't buffe1' 1 isst山 held. Such a cぉe occu1's mo1'e and mo1'e ぉ the scanning 1'ange becomes lage1' andj 01' 
the un balance むnong the tra缶cs becomes more extreme. This unfai1' se1'vice among tra伍c found in the cell 
bypass queueing discipline is an undesirable feature from a view point of " fairness 円 among t1'a伍c. Howe'¥"e1'. 
there exists a t1'adeoff 1'elationship between the scanning 1'ange and its obtained perfo1'mance. 1t means that 
the unfairness can be 1'est1'icted to some extent by a sho1'ter scanning 1'ange. We will give mo1'e discussion on 
this infamies p1'oblem in Sect. 2.4.4. 
X ote that even with the case of 5 = 1.the delay for the light t 1'a白c is la1'ge1' than the one fo1' the heavy 
trafi.c as shown in Fig. 2.5. See Fig. 2. ?agむn ， and suppose Pll = P22 and P12 二 P21 ・ The delay until the cel 
reaches the head of the bu百e1' afte1' its a1'rival must be identical among al tra伍c because the F1FO discipline 
is employed in the case of 5=1. Howeve1'. the cel destined for output po1't 2 atthe head of input port buffer 
2 sees the cell destined fo1' output po1't 1 atthe opposite side almost every time. Then, the contention fo1' the 
output port is not likely to occur. On the othe1' hand , since the case such that the cell destined for output po1't 
2 at the head of input po1't buffe1' 1 finds the cel destined fo1' output po1't 2 atthe head of input po1't buffe1' 
1can be t1'ansmitted to output po1't 2 with p1'obability 0.5 at the time slot. 
0.8 
Figure 2.3: Cell blocking probability dependent on scanning 1'ange fo1' the 2 x 2 switching element. 
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The Banyan network ope1'ates synchronously. So. we might model the buffe1' states of the entire Banyan network 
as a :'vIarkov process. Such an approach leads to us an exact analysis for the Banyan network. However. since 
an .Y x .Y Banyan r川wo 1'k withπ(= pog2 Al) stages is composed ofη2n - 1 switching elements. the number 
of states in an n-stage netwo1'k becomes k η2ト 1 whe1'e k 1'ep1'esents the number of the buffe1' states in each 
Figu1'e 2.4: Cell blocking p1'obability dependent on input port buffer length for the 2 x 2 switching element. 
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Analytic model 
In the _",- X ~V Banyan network, a path from the input trunk l to the output trunk m is determined uniquely. 
¥Ve use (x ラ y ) to identif)・ the upper y-th switching e1ement at x-th stage ( Fig. 2.1 ) where 1 三 x ~ flog2 -V1 
and 1 壬 y ~ lV/2. By letting i and j be the input port number and the output port nur巾er at each 
switching e1ement, respecもive1y、 a path from input trunk l to output trunk m is expressed by Ezm: a set of 
(x.y . i, j). For example, the set E14 = {(x. μ i ， j) : (x = 1, y = 1‘ i= l. j=l ). (x=2.y=1 ， i=1 ・ j = 2). 
(x=3.y=2 ‘ i = l.j = 2)} indicates the path from input trunk 1 to output trunk 4 for the 8x8 Banyan 
network as shown in Fig. 2.l. 
We also define the load matrix A = {入1m} in which each e1ement.入1m. is an ar町al rate for cells at input 
trunk 1 destined for output trunk m. ¥tVe assume a Bernoulli arrival for cells at each input trunk. The cel 
arrival rate at switching element (x , y) is de五 ned by P;j'Y) atinput port i destined fo1' output po1't j.:-l'ote 
that pj; ， u) 伽 be calcu1ated by co11ecting the appropriate f1.ows of cells. 入 1m's. if ce1 b10cking does not occur 
in the internal switching elements of the Banyan network. i.e. 
2.4.1 
Figurc 2.6: Effect of nonuniform traffic on cel b10cking probabi1ity. 
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¥ll.m such that the set E1m contains element (x . y. i , j ) 
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Performance measures having been derived in the previous section for the switching e1ement arE' also indicated 
by s叩ersc均t (x. y) for the switching elcment ( x , y). i.e 、 we will use Pb;x , y). {;; ,y) . and D~;'Y) in the belo¥¥" 
IBC operates synchronous1y. so it can be modeled 出 a discrete-time Markov process. Let the buffer 1ength of 
the [-th IBC buffer be Lmcl ・ Cells arrive at the l-th IBC buffer with probability PIBC/ at each time slot. which 
is identical to the cel arrival rate at input trunk [ given by 2:ご22? 入1m'
A cell at the head of IBC bu百e1' can advance the switching e1ement at the first stage of the Banyan network 
with probability TIBC/. The probabi1it)二 TIBC/ ・ corresponds to the cel b10cking probabi1ity at the input port 
buffer of the first stage in the Banyan networks. This probability wi山11 be obtained from the analysiβs 0ぱf thc 
釘m刊.v叩F
、\Ve defi問 the random variable qIBC/ (t) as the number of cells at the l-th IBC buffer at time t. 1n an IBC 
buffer. cells are assumed to be served in an F1FO manner, so transition probabilities PTob[qJBc/ (t + 1 )!qIBC/ (t)] 
are easily obtained. The transition probability matrix is presented in Appendix B. じnder the stationary 
condition ( i.e ・ . t →∞). we can derive the steady state probabilities Prob[qIBC/ = k] (0 三 k 三 L1BCI ) at the 
l-th 1BC buffer. "C sing this probabi1ity density. we can compute the fo11owing performance measures for given 
rIBC/ as fo11ows: 
Analysis of the IBC buffer 2.4.2 
Figure 2.7: Buffer status under nonuniform tra血c.
switching element. The number of states in the Ylarkov chain grows exponential1y with the number of stages n. 
Hence. an exact analysis using thc :.Iarkov chain is intractab1e for a switch of 1arge size. So , we need another 
approximate solution , fo1' which a key idea is in the following. First. we s01ve each switching e1ement and each 
IBC buffe1' in sf'parate1y. Then. we modify the 宜OW of the cells so that the total input rate at the first stage be 
equal to the tota1 output 1'ate at the 1ast ルth stage. This implies that we shou1d invoke the iterative solution 
method. This kind of an approach can be considered to be an extension of an ana1ysis for tandem queueing 
networks with finite buffers (see. e.g ・. [31]). 
Cells arriving in a time slot are first stored at the IBC buffers ( Fig. 2.1 ). In the consecutive time slot, if 
the corresponding input buffer at the switching element of the first stage is ab1e to accept the ce11. the IBC will 
move the cel into that buffer from its own buffer. In the Banyan networkう the cell 九;v ill be routed as mentioned 
befo1'e. 
(2.6) 
(2. ?) 
1<1< λ\ 
1<1< λ 
L kP7・州恥 = k] ‘ 
PbIBC1 = (1 -rIBC/) Prob[qIBC/ = L1BcJ 
23 
QTBC/ = 
Mean Queue Length 
Blocking Probability 
In this section‘\\・e 五rst introduce some notations. and ana1yze the IBC. l\ext 、 we will p1'esent an iterative 
solution method for analyzing the v;hole Banyan network. For this purpose: we will use an exact analysis fo1' 
the switching e1ement p1'esented in the previous section. Last1y. we discuss the perfo1'mance of the Banyan 
net¥Vorks with cel bypass queueing discipline through numerica1 results computed by our ana1ytical method 
and simulation. 
つつ
Throughput 
ウIBCI = PIBCI (1 -PblBc ，) 、 l<l< λ\ (2.8) 
Mean Delay Time 
QIBCI 
WTBC , =一一一一一.
γIBC 1 
(2.9) 1 < l < S. 
2.4.3 Iterative solution method for the Banyan network 
To analyze the entire buffered Banyan network with IBC's. the following iterative solution method is emp1oyed. 
The basic idea for this procedure has appeared in [28]. 
Step-l) Ini叫ze the blocking pro凶bilities. Pb)X ,y) , s , to be zero. The arriva1 山s at switching 出nents are 
then set to p~j 'Y) given by eq.(2.5) ・
Step-2) "Csing the solution method described in Sect. 2.3 ぅ analyze each switching e1ement from the last stage 
to the first stage. For this purpose, we use the following quantities: the pro凶h rjzJ) ぅ which equa1s 
the probability 山t 山 0叩t port j 凶le issettol-Pbjr+19) TheP戸r伽仙yPb;?山+刊1川 is th児e on 
hav吋i時 been derived as the b10cking probability for input port ] (which is connected to output port j of 
the current switching e1ement (x , y)) of the s"\vitchi時 element (x + 1, ?at the next stage in this step. 
Note that rjn ,y) for the switching 山nents at 山 l制 n-th stage is always zero 
Given that the input port i at the current switching e1ement (x. y) is connected to the output port i of 
the previous switching element (x -1, ~). the input rate p;j'Y) is 制 to the throughput of the output port 
( x ,y) i atthE' previous switchi時 e1ement (x -1.1!_) normalized by 1 -Pbi 
p(;V) 
{(z-M)(z-l U) γ1.j .: + γ2 ~j • '1!_} 
(x ,y) 1-Pbi 
l<x< 凡. (2.10) 
(l ,y) 
At the switching elements of the first stage. the throughput of the IBC is used for pi; 
By this ar叫's瓜 the 山oゆput 勺 g; ， y ) and the blocking probability Pb~x ， y ) are derived. and will be uSf?d 
at Step-3 and Step-4. 
Step-3) Analyze IBC buffers by the analytical method presented in Sect. 2.4.2. The probability, rIBC1 , that 
the cel at the head of the IBC buffers can advance the first stage is given by the blocking probability at 
the 日rst stage 司 Pb)l ， y). which has been obtained in Step-l. The throughput of the IBC 司 which is identical 
to the input fiow of cells ente1'ing the switching elements at the first stage , will be derived in this step. 
Step-2工;むごた41コニtr12:::よごご立にι:;;口;!;141エ:ご
47ν) are 似山led at each 刊ritch時 element (x. y)using the relationship T)x , y) = Pb~叩 ，ÿ) obtained 
at Step-2. For the input rate p~j ' Y). the 山oughput at output port i of the previous switching e1ement 
(.1: -1. y ) ・ which is deri，モd at this step. can be utilized from eq . (2.10) ・
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Step-5) Check the conve1'gence of b10cking probabilities at al switchi時 elements and IBC buffers. "l-nless 
they convergc ( e.g. 、 relative errors are smaller than 10-6). go to Step-2. 
Afte1' the above procedure is converged. the following performance measures can be obtained. The total cel 
de1ay time which consists of delays experienced at the IBC and switching elements are obtained by 
Wlm = WIBCI + L DUU) ?句lム??nノ­
rI4
、、
"'(x ， y.i ， j) ξ Elm 
By letting PLossl be the cel 10ss probability at the input trunk " we have 
PL0551 = PbIB C ,. (2.12) 
As mentioned above、 since switching elements and IBCう s have been solved in separately. our results are apｭ
proximate. vVe will check the accuracy of our procedure in Sect. 2.4.4. 
2.4.4 N umerical discussions 
For numerical discussions, we consider the 8x8 Banyan network. We assume that every IBC buffer has a same 
capacity LIBC[= L IBC, ( 1 三 l :; !V)]. vYe further ぉsume that al switchi時 elements havc an identical structurc. 
i.e. identical bl恥l' sizes at two input ports in 叫1 the switching elements [L = L;X ,y) . i = 1. 2. for al elements 
(x.y)]. and the same scanning range (S = s;X , y) . i = 1.2) 
Uniform traffic pattern 
'We 五rst consider the uniform tra白c pattern in which every input trunk has the same rate for the arriving cels 
and they are dest匤ed fo1' eve1'y output trunk with same probability 1/λ. ， i.e.. 入=入1m for al 1 and m 
In Fig. 2.8. the mean delay time as a function of obtained throughput are depicted for the case of LIBC = 10. 
L = 4, and 5 = 1 ぅ 2.3 ‘ 4 using the analytical method presented in Sect. 2.4.3. Performance improvements 
obtained by the cell bypass queueing discipline are drastically even with a small size of the scanning range S. 
As reported i凶n[ロ28判lト.、w巾7
Howアeれ、vモ官e町r. the 五gure shows that the cel bypass queueing discipline attains rather high throughput compa1'ed to 
the FIFO multiple buffer case. Fig. 2.9 confirms the above observation with respect to the cell10ss probability 
at IB C buffers. 
Since our analytical approach for the Banyan networks is approximation ‘ the simulation results are also 
depicted in Fig. 2.8 to verify its accuracy. At light tra伍c load. differences between analytical results and 
the simulation results are very small. However. analytical 1'esu1ts tend to underestimate the mean delay time 
compared to simu1ation results at heavy tra伍c loads. This tendency is also observed in [28] for the c出e of 
5 = 1. The reason is that at heavy load. the modification of cel fiows cannot be moderate since the network 
becomes saturated [28] 
N onuniform traffic pattern 
Of many nonuniform tra伍c patterns. we study the particular nonuniform t1'afic pattern called SSSD (Single 
Source to Single Destination) in which al the cells ar1'iving at a particu1ar input trunk are destined fo1' a 
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particular output trunk. Under SSSD tra伍c pattern. the Banyan network with F1FO buffers has already been 
studied in [28] where Kim et al. showed that the performance remarkably degrades in this cぉe.
As described in Sect. 2.3.3. under nonuniform tra伍c. unfair treatment of tra伍c takes place at the switching 
element with cel bypass queueing discipline. Our main purpose of this section is to investigate the influence of 
such unfair treatmem at each switching element on the entire performance of the Banyan network in addition 
to the effect of the cel bypass queueing discipline itself. 
We add the heavy SSSD tra缶c as well as light traffic (which we call background traffic below) to the network. 
For the background tra伍c. we consider the uniform tra伍c pattern ‘ and its arrival rate is denoted byλThere 
exist four SSSD tra伍c which paths are Ell' E35' E6i'αndEgg .t Each arriyal rate is given by 入SSSD. The load 
matrix A is then given as: 
入+入SSSD 入 入 入 入 入 入 入
入 入 入 入 入 入 入 入
入 入 入 入 入+入SSSD 入 入 入
A=I 
入 入 入 入 入 入 入 入
(2.13) 
入 入 λ 入 入 入 入 入
入 入 入 入 入 入 入+入SSSD 入
入 入 入 入 入 入 入 入
入 入 入 入 入 入 入 入+入只SSD
The background tra団c arriving at input trunk 1 destined for output trunk 8 are then considered to be given 
an unfair sen'ice at every stage as shown in Fig. 2.10 1n the following numerical examples, w(' use the values 
of 入= 0.0125 and 入SSSD 二 0.8.
By simulation , we obtain the mean delay times experienced in the net'Yyork (including delays at the 1BC 
buffer) as a function of the scanning range as illustrated in Fig. 2.11 The buffer size L of the switching element 
is set to 8. 1¥ote that we have used a simulation technique to obtain this figure because our analytical method 
has a limit so that it cannot be applied to the case of a wide scanning range ぉ described before. 
vYe choose representative mean delay times of interest. 1n the figure. WZm 's represent the mean delay times 
for the background tra伍c arnVl時 at input trunk l destined for output trunk m (m = 1. 5. ﾎ. 8). Below. we call 
such background tra伍C Tlm' For comparison purpose. we also show the delays for the background tra伍C T3 
which is not affected by the SSSD tra伍c at al stages. 
The background tra伍C ぅ Tl1 • T15 , Tlï ・ and T18 shares the input link with the SSSD tra伍c at every stage. 
Then. the difference exists in how frequently they visit the switching element where the another input link 
has the SSSD tra伍c. As shown in the previous section, when two heavy SSSD traffic go straight through the 
different internal link at the switching element ‘ the light background tra伍c crossing the switching elemem 
receives unfair service. This is a reason why the mean delay of background tra伍C T18 is larger than that of T17 ・
The difference is incurred at the switching element (3.4). The more important result observed in this figure is 
that the wider the scanning range is. the better performance is obtained for every background tra伍c even 111 
the case of the tra伍C T1 8 ・ Figure 2.5 in Sect. 2.3.3 has shown that the mean delay of the light tra血c crossing at 
the switching element becomes larger as the scanning range is wider. However, such a performance degradation 
is not observed for the light tra伍C T18 with a wider scanning range in Fig. 2.11. This is due to the fact that 
the performance improvement at other switching elements by introducing the cel bypass queueing discipline 
is dominant for the total delays. The background tra伍C T3 never encounters the SSSD tra伍c at every stage. 
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Then、 its mean delay is almost same for various values of the scanning range. Figure 2.11 also shows that even 
with rather short scanning range ‘ we can obtain low de1ays for every Wlrn in the Banyan network. 
~ext 、 Figure 2.12 shows the scnsitivity of the mean de1ay time to the buffer size at each switching element. 
vVe observe that the mean delay time is not sensitive もo the buffer size when 5 三 2. 1t indicates that the mean 
delay time is much improved and the input port buffer of 1arge size is not required once we have introduced 
the cel bypass queueing dicipline with short scanning range. 
10 obtain cel 10ss probabi1ity‘ we have used the analytic technique presented in Sect. 2.4.2. Figure 2.13 
shows the cel 10ss probability at input trunk 1 dependent on the scanning range. For the input port buffer 
size. we have chosen L = 4. l¥ote that it is di伍cult to obtain this kind of performance statistics by a simulation 
techniquc. which requires excessive computational cost for it. 
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3 
Figure 2.12: Mean delay times dependent on input port buffer 1ength for the Banyan network under nonuniform 
tra伍c.
2.5 Concluding remarks 
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1n this chapter ‘ we have investigated the effect of the cel bypass queueing discipline for the 2 x 2 switching 
elements in the Banyan network. For this purpose. we have first offered an exact analysis of the 2 x 2 switching 
element to derive the mean queue 1明gth at input port buffer. throughput. and cel blocking probabilities. 
Furthermore. an approximate analysis for the entire Banyan network was developed by employing the exact 
analysis for the switching clements. The simulation tcchnique was also used to provide supp1ement results in 
the cases where our analytical method cannot be applied. Our results have shown that the Banyan network 
,,,,ith cel bypass queueing discipline can offer a substantial improvement concerning the maximum throughput 
and the mean delay time 0\・er the Banyan network with F1FO discipline. 
Our analyses can be also applicab1e to the cases of nonuniform input tra伍c models. The numerical results 
han shown that there is a signi五cant difference between the mean de1ay time experienced by cells of the light 
tra伍c and those of heaγ\' tra伍c in the switching element in some tra缶c situations. The differences between 
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Figure 2.13: Cellloss probability at input trunk l. 
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two kinds of tra恒c are larger under the cell bypa.ss queueing discipline than under the FIFO discipline in the 
extremely unbalanced tra伍c situation. Such differences were also examined in the entire Banyan network ‘ 
and it wa.s observed that the mean delay time does not become larger with wider scanning range even in the 
extremeh・ unbalanced case. 
ﾀs for the analytic method. an appro泊mate technique may be required to be applied to the c出es of a wide 
scanning range andf or a large buffer size for the analysis of the switching element守 which is left to be a future 
research 
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Chapter 3 
A rneasurernent-based adaptive 
adrnission control 
E由ciency of network resource can be improved by statistical multiplexing in ATM networks. If cel tra伍c
characteristics of each connection could be obtained beforehand. we could admit maximum connections while 
sati均ring the Quality of Service (QoS) objective. Since such trafi.c characteristics as an average rate and 
a mean burst length are difi.cult to anticipate, only peak rate wiU be used for connection admission control 
(CAC). The peak 日te a.ssignment strategy will. however, lead to ine伍cient network utilization for bursty tra伍c .
In this chapter we present a mea.surement-based admission control method to tackle this problem. The design 
for a low-pass filter for ATM tra伍c measurement is presented and a framework for a bandwidth management 
ba.sed on it is proposed. vVe developed analytical model to investigate the relationship between the connection 
holding time and the distribution of the number of admitted connections. Simulation showed that the number of 
admitted connections is greater than that using conyentional methods. Simulation showed that performance of 
the proposed method is not affected b}・ long range dependent tra伍c. A simple implementation can be achieved 
by dividing the monitoring period into several bins and by expressing the smoothing coe伍cient of the low-pass 
filter by a power of two. Because this bandwidth management method does not a.ssume any mathematical 
model and can be implemented in simple hardware , it is well suited for a practical ATVl switching systems. 
3.1 Introduction 
In AT:Vl networks. communications are performed in connection oriented manner. A connection is established 
between a source and a destination. The source sends cells at the peak rate when it ha.s data to send and it 
doesn't send any cells when it ha.s no data. Since multimedia tra伍c such a.s voice. video, and computer data 
are expected to be integrated into AT::"l networks. cel stream fl.owing over each connection is considered to be 
γ刊erηY burst句y [3伊泣2 ， 33. 34 ヲ 3お5.3坊6. 3訂1. 3犯8 う 3訓9司]. Ba叩n町凶ld伽l
nodes. For bursty tra伍c. the average rate of cel steam of connection is considered to be very low compared 
to the peak rate. If the peak rate a.ssignment strateg}・ were taken、 the bandwidth efi.ciency would be very 
10¥¥". E伍cient bandwidth management strategy needs to be studied to obtain high network resource utilization 
while maintaining high Quality of Service (QoS) 
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ATi¥!l networks use rate-based tra伍c control which uses the transmission rates for the indi...-idual connections 
for tra伍c control rather than 月ending credits back and forth between a user and the network. The user declares 
a tra伍c descriptor 司 such as the peak and average transmission rates at connection-setup time. The declared 
tra伍c dcscriptor is used to estimate the impact on network performance. and then a decision is made as to 
whcther to admit the conncction. This procedure is called connection admission control (CAC). However. there 
is disagreement about the reliability of the dedared tra伍c descriptor [11 , 40.21. 20, 16 、 4 1. 42, 43. 44. 45]. Even 
if the reliability of tra伍c descriptors for existing applica七ions is good 、 new applications will emerge in future 
broadband networks. If we continue to use a tra伍c-descriptor-based approach 、 every time a new application 
is developed. an adequate tra伍c model will need to be constructed for it. A measurement-based approach is 
better bccause it does not need an accurate tra伍c characterization at connection-setup time. 
To overcome this problem. a measurement-based Dynamic CAC methods have been proposed [11]. Dynamic 
CAC 山lizes the measured cel arrival distribution [11]. The algorithm of the Dy・namic CAC is summarized 
below. 
• Meα叩rement of cell αrrwα1 distribution: 
Let s and T denote the measurement window and measurement cyc1e. respectively. The empirical distriｭ
bution α( た;t) predicts that k cells will arrive in window s and be measured during the period[t久t]. The 
actual cel arrival distribution ?k; t) is evaluated using Eq (3.1) every T , 
?O: t) αα(O:t)+(l ー α)â(O:t -T) 
?k;t) 1= αα(k:t)+(1- α)â(k: t -T) (3.1 ) 
?J.J: t) αα(JI: t) + (1 -α )â(ユ1:t -T) 
where Q denotes the srnoothing coefi.cient. 
• Upperbound CLR: 
If the new VC request whosc peak rate is R [cells/window] arrives at time t. the 叩perbound CLR(t) is 
detcrmined as calculated belO¥v: 
where 五~ denotes buffer size. 
江主Jax(日)(k - 五) â( ん - R: t) CLR(t)二川↓R
2二J=Rka(k-R:t) 
(3.2) 
Dynami, CAC has been pro¥'en to achieve high e伍ciency for data comm unication [46]. 1) nfortunateljヘ imple­
menting the Dynamic CAC method requires very complicated circuits such ぉ DSPs (Digital Signal Processor) 
and extra hardware logic [4?. This increases hardware complexity and system cost. 
To onrcome this hardware complexity problem. we propose a rneasurement-based CAC method that is 
considerably simpler than もhe Dynamic CAC method that requires estimates of the entire cel arrival distriｭ
bution. In this chapter. we describe our design for a rneasurement-based bandwidth management method. 
1n designing this method. ¥'e had three goals. The 五rst goal was to design a method that would be e伍cient
and would not degrade performance. A trade-off exists between bandwidth e伍ciency and performance: ぉ the
bandwidth efficiency increases. the network performance degrades. The target network performance can be 
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maintained by regulating the number of connections. Since maximum cel transfer delay is determined by the 
buffer size and the link capacity. we didn' t consider the cell transfer delay. Our st udァ assumed that the cell 
loss ratio (CLR) and the underload period should be considered as network performance indecies. Adequate 
me出ures for estimating these indecies should be selected. 
The second goal was to minimize the dependency on a specific mathcmatical modcl for the input trafi.c. 
Several mathematical tra伍c models are in use. such as the Poission process. the interruptcd Poisson process 
(IPP) , the :vlarkov-modulated Poisson process (:¥IL¥lIPP). and the autorcgrcssiγe (AR) model. However. al 
connections cannot necessarily be classified into one of these models. In addition 、 analyzing a queueing model 
loaded using one of these models is too complicated to be performed within the short period required for 
bandwidth management. say a few to tens of milliseconds. 
The third goal was to minirnize complexity because lengthy computation increases the set-up delay. 1n 
addition , expensive extra hardware and software should not be needed. To reduce the svv'itching-node cost 、 the
method should be simple enough to implement in hardware and/or soft"，、wa
The rest 0ぱf t凶hiおs chapter is organized a出s f.おollows. 1n Section 3.2. we examine thc effect of buffcring on the 
CLR and demonstrate that an instantaneous rate、l. e. ‘ the total cell rate frorn active connections 、 is crucial to 
bandwidth management. In Section 3.3. we present a method for designing a low-pass filter (lPF) that can 
obtain the instantaneous rate from crude measurernents (time series data for the number of cells in a slot). vVe 
present a method for designing both a moving average type and a recursive type LPF and demonstrate that the 
recursive type one performs stably, regardless of the connection ‘ s peak rate. 1n Section 3.4. we present a bandｭ
width managernent framework based on the low-pass 五lt ered instantaneous rate. The rnaximum instantaneous 
rate observed over a monitoring period is used for the framework. v'Ve analyze the distribution of underload 
period and demonstrate how the monitoring period should be dimensioned. In Section 3.5. we evaluate the 
performance of our proposed bandwidth managernent framework. taking into account connection arrival and 
departure. vVe analyze a distribution of admiもted connections and discuss the relationship between the average 
number of connections and the rnean holding timc. じsing computer simulation results 、 we compare the perforｭ
mance of our proposed method with that of a co町entional CAC [1]. 1n addition. we i町田tigate the impact 
of long range dependent (LRD) tra日c on the performance of our proposed rnethod. 1n Section 3.6. we address 
implernentation issues and present an example implementation. By dividing the monitoring period into se'¥'eral 
bins and expressing the smoothing coe伍cient of the recursive LPF by a power of two. we can implement our 
bandwidth management method by using a simple hardware. vYe also compare the computational complexity 
of our proposed method with that of conventional CAC. vVe show that the computational complexity of our 
proposed method is always lower irrespective of the size of the switching fabric. In Section 3. ï , wc summarize 
our key points and mention future work. 
3.2 Measurement item -Instantaneous rate-
3.2.1 Effect of buffering on CLR 
AT:¥I! tra血c is characterized by three levels of flu山ation: cell. burst. and connection level [48]. The burstｭ
level fil川uations in particular must be considered when designing admission controls [49]. Figure 3.1 shows 
the relationship between the CLR and buffer size. where 入 connections are multiplexed into a link. Each 
connection is rnodeled by on-off sources whose OIl and off periods are exponentially distributed. Cells are sent 
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Figure 3.1: Relationship between CLR and buffer size. 
at peak rate of R = 10 :v1bit/日c during an on pe1'iod; mean burst size B = 1 、 10 ， 01' 100 Kbytes; burstiness 
factor α= 10. 
1n the region where the buffer size is less than around ten cels. the CLR decreases sharply as the buffer 
size increases. This slope is determined by how often cells from different connections arrive simultaneously in a 
certain cell 山. 1t is approximated by an j¥l/ D /1/ K model with the same average offered load [50. 51]. This 
region is called the cell-level region. 1n it. we can reduce the CLR dramatically by enlarging the buffer. 
1n thc rcgion whcre the buffer size is larger than around ten cells, the slope becomes gentle. This 1'egion 
is called thc burst-lc,'el 1'egion. In it ‘ the buffe1' should be sufficiently la1'ge to abso1'b the excess bu1'sts vyhen 
overload conditions arise. As shown in Fig. 3.1. the reduction in CLR due to enlarging the buffer depends 
on the mean burst length. Thus 、 in the burst-level region. we must consider the burst length distribution 
in order to keep the CLR lower than the targct value. However、 estimating the bu1'st length distribution at 
connection setup time is di伍cult. -:'Ioreover. recent research shows that actual L.¥1¥ tra伍c exhibits heavy-tai1ed 
dist山utio目、 which cannot bc abso1'bed using an ATM buffe1' of a feasib1e size [39]. .According1y. we cannot 
rely on buffering the excess bursts to keep the CLR lower than the target. 
1n Fig. 3.1. the CLR at the knee point corresponds to the virtual cellloss probability in buffer-less fluid-自ow
mode1 [52. .51]. Note that the virtual cell 10ss probability does not depend on the burst length distribution. 
Rather. it depends on the number of connections (and their peak and average rates). Roughly speaking. the 
CLR at the knee points is determined by how often the simultaneously actiye connections exceed the link 
capacity. Consequently. capturing burst-level fluctuations is important for keeping the CLR below the target. 
The signi五ca町e of burst-1eycl fl.uctuations v;as also shown by spectra1 analysis of queueing systems [53. 54] 
Therefore. we focused our attention on burst-1evel fl.uctuations. 
3.2.2 Instantaneous rate 
"¥Ye use the concept of the instαntαneous Tαte to capture the burst-level 丑uctuations. Burst-level fl uctuations 
are characterized by the number of active connections. as 江lustrated in Fig. 3.2. The instantaneous rate is 
defined as 
入 (t )= LRdC. (3.3) 
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Figure 3.2: Conceptual view of definition of instantaneous ratc. 
where Ri denotes the peak rate of active connection i. The numbe1' of active connections changes wﾍth time ‘ and 
so does the instantaneous 1'ate. The instantaneous 1'ate has also been recognized 出 an impoτt a.nt measu1'ement 
item by other resear仁:hers independently [41 、 44].
3.3 Design of low-pass filter 
3.3.1 Frequency analysis of cell stream 
The instantaneous rate is the sum of the peak rate of the active connections. Analysis of a cl st1'eam 
over a single connection in a frequency domain shows that eliminating frequency components higher than the 
connection's peak rate enables the instantaneous rate to be determined. 
Assume that a link capacity is 150 Mbit/sec, a conr町tio山 peak rate is 10 :Vlbit/sec. and that a cel stream 
over the connection is modeled b}・ an on-off source. The connection alternates between on-and of-states ‘ 
sending cells at the peak rate during an on-state. and not sending cells during an off-stλte. 
vVhen the connection is in an on-state ‘ the cel arrival pattern over the connection is periodic ‘ with a cycle 
of 15 cell slots. By calculating the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the number of cells per cel slot. we 
obtain Xi 1/.1\・2 for i = 0.. .入- -1. where the basic freq叩lCy corresponds to 10 ::Vlbit/町. _y = 15. and 
Xi denotes an i-th harmonic component. This result implies that a set of harmonic frequencies whose basic 
frequency is the connection peak rate constitutes a cel stream over a sing1e connection (see Fig. 3.3(a)). The 
re1ationship between direct current (DC) component Xo and connection's peak rate T (norrr叫ized by the 1ink 
capacity) is r ニよむ [53].
vVhenηconnections now are simultaneous1y in an on-state. the DFT of the mu1tip1exed connections is Yi 
= nXi for i 二 O. . . _¥--1 due to the linearity of the DFT (see Fig. 3.3(b )). The sum of the peak rates of the 
connections in an 0ルstate is ffo =ηXo . Conseq uent1y by e1iminating }~. i = 1 .・. _Y -1 ぅ we obtain 巧. which 
is equal to the sum of the peak rates of connections in the on-state. i.e ・. the instantaneous rate. Therefore. to 
determine the instantaneous rate. those frequency components higher than the connection's peak rate should 
be removed. 
3.3.2 Sliding window type low-pass filter 
A sliding window can be used to police individual connection tra伍c [55]. where the rate is given by the number 
of cells X divided by the window size T cel slots. This LPF is regarded as a moving average in a digital signal 
processing theory [56]. The instantaneous rate obtained using a moving average whose samp1e 討ze is T isgiven 
3.5 
Basic frequency component 
;--corresponds ot connection peak rate. 
1/N^2 ↓ム.
frequency 
(a) DFT of a single connection signal. 
n/N^2 .;... • 
・ E ・ E ご Trequency
YO Y1 Y2 YN.1 
(b) DFT of multiplexed connections signal. 
Figure 3.3: Rcpresentation of the DFT of signal over (a) a single and (b) multiplexed connections in the 
frequency domain 
by 
川t)=÷ 乞 η(t -k) (3.4) 
The power spectral function of Eq. (3.4) is given by Eq. (3.5) (for details see appendix B). 
_ T-l 
S(ω)= 会乞(co印ωTs )+ s叫んTs )) (3.5) 
whereω= 271' f and f denotes the signal frequency and Ts isthe cel slot time over the link. 
Figure 3.4 shows thc power spectral function of a sliding window LPF with a window size of 15 cells. The 
link capacity is 150 :vlbit/scc. y¥?e obser刊 that this LPF filters out the frequency component of the 10 ::Vlbit/日C
signal and its harmonics. i.e ・. 10η :Vlbit/sec. vVhen we apply the sliding window LPF to a purely periodic signal 
with a peak rate of 10 :¥lbit/sec. there is no problem. However、 a problem arises when it is applied to a signal 
composed of '¥'arious frequency components. Suppose that there are two connections v"hose peak rates 訂e 9 
and 10 :Mbit/sec. If we use a sliding window LPF tuned to the 10 Mbit/sec signal ‘ the harmonic frequencies of 
the 9 1Ibit/sec connection appear as noise. :¥' ote that the variance in the power spectrum function in Fig. 3.4 
is steep around a frequency of 10n :Mbit/sec. As a result. the noise due to the 9 Mbit/sec connection is large. 
3.3.3 Recursive low pass filter 
Anotl悶 type filter is the recursive low-pass filter (LPF) , whose smoothing coefficient isαin Eq. (3.6) 
入 ( t) = αn(t) + (1-0.)入 (t ーム). 0<α< 1. (3.6) 
Smoothing coeffi. cientαcontrols the cut-off frequency of the LPF. As it approaches 1. the cut-off frequency 
increases. The power spectral function of Eq. (3.6) is giγen by Eq. (3.7) (for details see appendix B). 
α2 
S(ω)= っ
1 + (1-0.)2 -2(1-α) cos(ωTs ) 
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(3.7) 
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Figure 3.4: Power spectral function of the sliding window LPF. Link capacity is 150 :vlb/s ‘ and window size is 
15 cels. 
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Figure 3.5: Power spectral density function of recursive low-pass filter. Link capacity is 150 :¥IIb/s. 
Figure 3.5 shows the power spectral density function of a recursive LPF. もiVe observe that the power spectral 
density decreases as the connection's peak rate increases. To eliminate those frequency components higher 
than the c∞onnection凶 peak ra剖te. we s問etαso that the corresponding S(ω ) will be negligibly sm叫1. i.e. 、 E. Such 
anαis given by Eq. (3.8). 
α 二
-2(1-E) + J4(1 -E)2 + 8(c1 -1)(1 -E) 
2(E一 1 - 1) (3.8) 
where K = cos(ωTs ). Figure 3.6 showsαas a function of the connection's peak rate. It shows that we should 
setαto 4 . 156e・ 3 when connections having a peak rate of 10:Vlbit/sec are multiplexed onto a li山 having a 
capacity of 149.76 :Vlbit/sec. 
¥Ve conducted computer simulation to demonstrate the effect of the recursive LPF. v\・e obtained time series 
data of the crude measurement data (i.ιthe number of cells counted per unit time). an actual instantaneous 
rate. and two rates calculated using different smoothing coe伍cients. ¥Ve assumed that the link capacity (C) 
= 149.76 Ylbit/sec. the number of connections (X) = ,)0. thc mean burst length of connections (B) = 100k 
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Figure 3.6: Relationship betweenαand a connection's peak rate. Link capacity is 150 Mb/s. 
Bytes 、 the peak rate of conncctions (R) = 10 rvlbit/sec. and the burstiness factor (α) = 0.1. 
The crude meぉurement data and actual instantaneous rate are shown in Figs. 3.7(a) and 3.7(b). respecｭ
tively. The crude measurement data varies greatly from the actual rate: the crude measurement data fluctuates 
strongly and the values are widely distributed because they reflect the cell-level fluctuatio瓜 Figs. 3.8 (a) and 
3.8 (b) show the sample paths of instantaneous rates observed using LPFs with differentαvalues. A largeα 
(=1.0e-1) did not eliminate the cell-level 盟国tuations (Figs. 3.8(a) ), while an adequate α(=4.156e-3) yielded 
an instantaneo凶 rate close to the actual one (compare Figs. 3. 7(b) to 3.8(b ). Thl民 if smoothing coe伍cient
0. is set according to Eq. (3.8) , we can obtain an instantaneous rate very close to the actual one. 
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0.9 Framework for the bandwidth management 3.4 
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Maximum instantaneous rate and residual bandwidth 
Our proposed bandwidth management strategy, which uses measured instantaneous rate. is illustrated in 
Fig. 3.9. The cclls arriying during a cell-transmission time over a link are counted and the cel count is then 
converted into the instantaneous rate by an LPF. 
The instantaneous rate is monitored and the ma氾mum instantaneous rate is defined as the maximum value 
observed during the monitoring period. The maximum instantaneous rate A(t) is a function of time: 
3.4.1 
(b) Actual instantaneous rate 
Figure 3. ? Sample paths of (a) crude measurement and (b) actual instantaneous rate from computer si江川atlOn.
Link capacity is 149.76 :Mb/s. number of connections is 50. connection peak はte is 10 Mb/s , burstiness factor 
is 10, burst size is 100 KBytes. 
(3.9) .¥(t) = ma2C入(t'). 
t ' ε ( t - Tm . t ] 
v¥'here Tm denotes the monitoring period. The residual bandwidth is deriyed from the maximum instantaneous 
m阿部 C -l¥(t). 
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Admission decision 
¥Yhen a new connection setup request is received. the requested bandwidth R is compared to the current 
residual bandwidth. If the requested bandwidth is smaller than the residual balldwidth. the cOllllection is 
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accepted; otherwise ‘ it is rejected. Thus the adrnission criteria for acceptance is 
400 350 200 250 
Time (msec) 
(a) :VIeasurernent with α= 1. 0e・1.
1.4 
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( 3.10) 
for a new connection-setup request whose peak rate is Rぅ arriving at a link whose capacity is C. 
The monitoring period is determined by network management policy. The longer the monitoring period. 
the more conservativeness is our proposed method. A short monitoring period may lead to frequent congestion. 
vVhen this occurs. reactive control such as connection rerouting or dynamic VP capacity control should be taken. 
Extra operational cost increases accordingly. During a period when such reactive controls are invoked. QoS 
wiU be degraded. The rnonitoring period should thus be deterrnined so that the frequency of QoS degradation 
remains at an acceptable level. 
The T m is related to the target CLR. To achieve a very low CLR. the Tm needs to be Yery long. To reduce 
the T m , we introd uce target load 入targ e t. The adrnission criteria is rnodified accordingly: 
R < C -i¥(t). 
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(3.11) RjC < 入tαrg e t 一入maæ(t ) .
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(b) :I'Iea.surernent withα=4.156e-3. 
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The effect of 入 ta吋 e t and the relationship between the T m and the target CLR will be discussed in rnore detail 
in Section 3.4.4. Figure 3.8: Sample paths of filtered instantaneous rates from cornputer sirnulation. Link capacity is 149.76 
¥Ibjs. nurnber of connections is 50. connection peak rate is 10 ¥Ibjs. bursti問ss factor is 10. burst size is 100 
EBytcs. Conservative modification 
After a new connection is adrnitted ぅ characteristics of the aggregate cel fiow rnay change substantially. If the 
effect of the new connection is not considered. congestion is likely to occur. To avoid this. we take into account 
the effect of もhe new connections by adding to the mea.surement the declared peak rate of the connection. 
If the connection is accepted. the observed instantaneous rate increa.ses by an arnount equal to the accepted 
connection's peak rate (see Fig. 3.10): 
3.4.3 
(3.12) for t ' ε [t-Tm.t] . 
41 
入 ( t' ) = 入 ( t' )+ R , 
40 
Table 3.1: ~Iaximum number of connectioIlS supporting a CLR of 1.0e-6. 
1.5 670 1320 6527 13038 
3 275 538 2640 5268 
6 102 195 94-1 1880 
10 44 82 388 770 
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Figure 3.10: Conservative modification. 
(3.16) 
and Q is an in五nitesimal generator whose (i. j)-elements. Qij , are given in the follo"ving expression. 
1=j+1 
1=J 
i=j-1 
otherwise. 
Qij 二 !-bJ ー ( iY -i)3 
lJ - 1 (.Y -i)ﾟ. 
Even if the newly admitted connection sends cels continuously at the peak rate. the instantaneous rates will 
not statistically exceed the link capacity for the monitoring period, provided that the admission criteria given 
in Eq. (3.10) are satis五ed.
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
By applying Chebyshev's inequality 
The 五rst and second moments of T are given by the following formulae [57 、 p. 45]: 
6(_Q-1)2Qo 
26( _Q-l)3Qo 
Standard deviation σis calculated from the first and second moments. 
[58. p. 388]. we can determinc the 99宍 point of thc distribution of T: 
E[T] 
E[T2] 
Monitoring period 
As discussed in Section 3.4.2. the monitoring period needs to be dimensioned so that thc actual CLR is lower 
than thc target CLR. The T m depends on the target CLR and the tra血c characteristics of the multiplexed 
connections. VVぞ will now examine the extent to which the Tm is affected by the traffic characteristics. vVe 
derived the Trn by approximating the 99% cumulative valuc of the distribution of the underload periods. An 
llnderload period is defined as one in which the actual instantancous rate does not exceed the target load. 
3.4.4 
(3.19) 
ー一が
<一σ 'κ >一???fth
、
? ??ヂ'?
Numerical example 
Here we evaluate the effect of the tra伍c characteristics on the T m ・ assuming that the ta1'get CLR is 1.0e-6. 
Table 3.1 shows the maximum numbe1' of connections for tra伍c with different charactcristics over a link with 
a capacity of 149.76 :YIbit/sec. The number of connections is calculated using the virt叫 cell 10ss probab耐y
[52]. 
vVe approximated the 99% cumulative value of the underload pe1'iods under the conditions listed in Tab1e 3.1. 
The effect of the peak rate. the burstiness factor. and the mean burst length on the Tm are plotted in Figs. 3.11 、
Analysis of distribution of underload period 
To deri¥'e the distribution of the underload periods in which _V on-off sources are multiplexed. we assume that 
the durations of thc on-and of-periods are distributed exponcntially with mean of ._v'ー 1 and 8 - 1
‘
respectively. 
The number of connections in an on-state at time t follows a birth司 death process denoted by JVb (t). 
Let T be a random ,'ariablc for the duration of an underload period. The T is the absorption time of a 
transiem Markoγprocess '巾ose state space is {入-b ( t) : _Vb(t) = 0... . .1Yu}. An absorbing state is 八、+1. where 
_YU (= l入 targ e tC / RJ) denotes the border bet"'een an under10ad and 0'・erload state. (If more than j'y'u sources 
3.12. and 3.13. respectively. 
We can observe the following from these figures. 
are in an on引ate. that state is regarded as an underload state.) 
The probability dcnsit)・ function fo1' the abso1'ption timc is given by 
• The monitoring period can be sho1'tened by introducing 入tα吋叶 A 入tα吋et of 0.8 reduces the T m to only 
1/10th to 1/100th times that required for the normal condition. i.e・-入 ta巾t ニ1. 0
f(t) = 6exp(Qt)Qo. 
• The monitoring period depends on the mean burst length. but is litle afected by the burstiness factor 
or peak rate. This means the maximum burst length should be limited or the T m should be adaptively 
modified b)・ using a feedback mechanism. A T m of 10 is su缶ciently large fo1' the entire range of both 
burstiness and peak rate ( with 入t a rg e t = 0.8). 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(0‘.... 0.1). 
( 0ぃ'" O. (入'ー λi' u + 1 ) 3) T.
一6 
QO 
where 
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Performance evaluation of bandwidth management method 
To evaluate the performance of the proposed bandwidth management method. we investigated three points: 
(1) how many connections are admitted by our method ‘ (2) how does it compare with conventional CA.C 
methods. and (3) wl凶 is the impact of long range dependent (LRD) tra缶c. vYe devcloped an analytical model 
to investigate (1). and conducted computer siml山tion to investigate (2) and (3) 
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Analysis of number of admitted connections 
An analytical model we developed to determine the number of connections admitted by our method ぉsumes
that the connection arrival rate and holding time distributions are given. vVe used it to calculate the relationship 
between the average number of connections and the mean holding time for various monitoring pcriods. A.s will 
be shown later, the average number of connections becomes saturated as the mean holding time increases. 
3.5.1 
100 10 
Peak rate (Mb/s) 
0.1 
Figure 3.11: Impact of peak rate on Tm. Link capacity is 149.? Mb/s. and CLR is 1.0e-6. 
Modeling 
We assume that the arrival process of connections is Poisson process with parameter of 入 [sec- 1 ] and the 
connection holding time is exponential distribution with mean of μ-1 [secJ. Once the connection is setup. 
packets are generated over the connection. Packet arrival process over each connection is modeled by an on-off 
model. ¥Vhen the source sends a packet. it is said to be in the on-state. ¥Vhen the source does not send a 
packet ‘ it is said to be in the off-state. During the on-period , the packet is segmentcd into cells and the cells 
are sent out at thc peak rate R. Thc packet size is exponential distribution with mean of 8-1 Bytes. The 
inter-arrival time of the packet is exponential distribution with mean of α-1 
Let N(t) be the number of connections at time t.Without admission controls. f¥i(t) follows the birth凡n吋dι-
death process shown i出n Fi培g. 3.14 ( a吋). ¥i?h admission control. 2Y(t) follows the birth-and-death process shown 
in 3.14(b). In Fig. 3.14(b) ， ηis the factor for multiplying the upward transition from the state .Y(t) = k. It 
depends on the number of connections and admission control algorithm. With measuremcllt-based admission 
controls ‘ ìk is a random variable. もiVith our proposed method. if the residual bandwidth is larger than R. any 
connection requesting a bandwidth less than R is accepted. Vv'e thus redefine a underload period as one that 
starts when the instantaneous rate drops below the link capacity minus the requested bandwidth: it ends when 
the instantaneous rate rises above the link capacity minus the requested bandwidth. The probability of the 
underload period exceeding the T m de凶te町r口r町mi
function of an underload period 羽when k connections are in progress. we have 
1000 
Figure 3.12: Impact of burstiness on T m' Link capacity is 149. ? :Vlb/s. and CLR is 1.0e-6 
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Distribution of underload periods 
Suppose that there are l¥? connections are in progress. The number of active connections is a birth-and-death 
process. 日lesplit the state space of the birth-and-death process into two subsets: underload and overload. The 
state is an underload one if the instantaneous rate is less than the link capacity minus the requested bandwidth. 
Otherwise it is an overload state. ¥-e neglect a trivial case where the instantaneous rate never exceeds the link 
叩city minus 伽問問ed bandwidth. i.e. _Y 三 1. "伽e 1 二戸手J
100 
Figure 3.13: Impact of mean burst length on T m. Link capacity is 149.? :¥Ib/s. and CLR isl.Oe-6. 
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1 2μ 
Qu isirreducible if the system is stationary. The asymptotic behayior of this phase type distribution 
depends on the ma.ximum eigenvalue of Qu with the largest rea1 part. That is. if Qu is irreducible ‘ this phase 
type distribution is asymptotically exponential [57]. The complementary probability distribution function is 
given by 
(a)Without admission contro1. 
FC(x) = 1{e-ryx + o(e- ηx ). x 一→ oc ‘ (3.27) '0λ'{11.. Y ， '2入"1，.，1.. 1，入 li+1 λ
( 0 1 ( 1 ) ・・・ (i.1 (i) (i+1) ・・・
l 勾(ト1)~ i~ (i+1)~ い
(b )vVith admission control. 
Figure 3.14: State transition diagram for N( t). 
where -ηis the real eigenvalue of Qu. and E = ωv. where v is the positive right vector corresponding to -η. 
νis determined uniquely by the condition that uv = ue - 1, where u is the left eigenvector corresponding 
to -η . 1n general, solving a eigenvalue of an asymmetric matrix is di伍cult. Fortunately. Q u is an essentially 
nonnegative matrix and therefore it is possible to solve the ma.ximum real eigenvalue by using a pov:er method 
or inverse iteration method [59. 1] 
Consider a :Markov process for the underload state {O. . . . .1+ 1}. The probability that there is no overload 
period during the monitoring period can be regarded as the probability that the 五rst passage time of this 
Markov process is longer than T m. The first passage time is defined as the time for the Markov process starting 
at the initia1 state to reach 1 + 1.The distribution of the first passage time is a phase-type distribution. which 
is defined by the ini tial pro bability vector and the infini tesimal generator [57]. The ir出ütesimal generator of 
Stationary distribution of the number of connections 
¥iVithout admission control. the stationary distribution of the number of connections is given by (see Fig. 3.1-!( a)) 
(3.21) 
Pi = I1か
(討が-
(3.28) 
the Ylarkov process is given by 
(~u ~~ ) Po = (3.29) 
where 
vVith admission control. the stationary distribution of the number of connections is giyen by (see 3.14(b) 
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(3.22) 
R=H2ti乃
=(22T)-
( 3.30) 
Qu= 
0αJ -1 CJー 1 bJ-1 
0αJ CJ 
(3.31) 
Q~ = (0. . .. ‘ O. (N -1)γ)T う (3.23) 
The γk-l in Eqs. (3.30) and (3.31) isthe multiplication factor for the upvvard transition of the birth-andｭ
death process: it depends on the admission control algorithm. 1n the cぉe of admission control with fixcd 
threshold E. 
and 
C; =) -(向 +bi ) ' i=0...1-1 
I 一向、 i = 1 
I 1 if k < E 
γk = ?0 otherwise (3.32) 
whereαz ニ i o.. bi = (入， -i)ゥ . and 
(3.24) Threshold 1¥.' is pre-computed by assuming the complete traffic characteristic in advance [60, 52 ‘ 61. 1]. The 
づ k is given by Eq. (3.20) for our proposed method. Lsing Eq. (3.20). (3 . 30) 、 and(3.31 ) gives us a distribution 
of the number of connections admitted with our proposed method. The initial probability Yector de五 ned by Eqs. (3.25) and (3.26) isapproximated by the steady state probability 
of the number of acﾜ¥'e connections. 
k=(7)(」 Numerical example (3.25) The relationship between the average number of admitted connections and the mean connection-holding time 
for various monitoring periods is shown in Fig. 3.15. assuming that 入一 1 二0.01 [sec].α-1=0.1 [sec].3-1=10 
[kBytes]. R=6.3[Y.IbjsJ. 
As the mean connection-holding time becomes longer. the average number of admitted connections increases 
and becomes saturated. 1n other words. even if the mean connection.holding time were infinite. there is an 
D 
.J.., -同国 主 17) (f1)k(f1)
~1 \九 J . 0-1 +γiα よ +γ-1 (3.26) 
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vVe a.ssume that C = 149. 76 ~lbit/sec and that R = 1.5 or 10 :\-Ibit/sec.α= 20. B = 10 Kbytes.α= 
4.156e-3. 入 target = 0.8. and T m 10 sec. 士he number of admitted connections a.s a function of elapsed time 
is plotted in Fig. 3.16. Figure 3.16 also 5hows the number of connections admitted by the conventional tra伍c
descriptor based CAC methods 、l. e ・. the virtual cel loss probability [52] and the effectiYe bandwidth [1] 
The proposed method approaches to the level of the virtual cel loss probability method over time. 士he
virtual cel loss probability takes into account the burst level behavior. and it calculates the kncc point of the 
CLR-buffer curve a.ssuming that excess burst arrivals are discarded (recall Fig. 3.1). The proposed method also 
takes into account the burst level behavior. and it regulates the admission of connections so that the cell rate of 
active connections does not exceed the link capacity for a su伍ciently long period while mむntaining the target 
CLR. The ba.sic idea behind these two methods is similar 、 i.e.. they suppres5 the occurrence of burst arrivals 
exceeding the VP capacity, allowing a statistical multiplexing gain between different connections. Note that 
the proposed method is mea.surement based while the virtual CLR method uses thc user-dec1ared connection's 
peak rate and average rate. 
The proposed method e伍ciently admits more connections than the effective bandwidth method. a.s shown in 
Fig. 3.16. The rea.son is a.s follows. The proposed method anticipates the statistical multiplexing gain between 
different connections. Generally speaking. this approach achieves high efi.ciency when the connection'5 peak 
rate is small compared to the link capacity. 1n contrast ぅ the effective bandwidth method does not exploit a 
statistical multiplexing gむn between connections. so is too conservative except when the conncction's pcak rate 
is high and the buffer is 5U伍C1er川y large (comparable to the connection's average burst size). Herc wc a.ssume 
that the connection's peak rate and buffer size are small compared to the connection 、 5 bur5t 5ize. Therefore. 
the proposed method yields a higher bandwidth e伍ciency than does the effective bandwidth method 
The proposed method admits around 80% (around 65%) of the number of connections admitted by thc 
virtual cel los5 probabilit)・ method for connections with R -1.5 Mbit/sec (10 Mbit/sec). ドote that the 
number of connections admitted by the virtual cellloss probability method may become lower than that shown 
in Fig. 3.16 if the declared connection'5 average rate and average burst length contain the safety margin to 
offset their inaccurate estimations as mentioned in Section 3.1. 
The e伍ciency at R = 1.5 and 10 :¥IIbit/sec differ due to the statistical multiplexing effect. That is. an R = 
1.5 Mbit/sec is more readily acceptable for the same residual bandwidth than an R = 10 -;'vlbit/sec. 
:¥lso as shown in Fig. 3.16 う thc proposed mcthod more than triples the bandwidth obtained USillg the peak 
a.ssignment method with an R = 10 Mbit/町. while the increase is ten-fold fo1' an R = 1.5 :\tlbit/sec.τhis 
adγantage is due to use of direct tra缶c mea.surements. In the proposed method 、 the mea.surements are obtained 
using a simple LPF described in Section 3.4. If the average 1'ate and ave1'age burst length cannot be accu1'atel)・
dete1'mined beforehand. the peak assignment method is the most suitable solution. Our proposed method is 
more effective for multimedia tra伍c with unknown tra缶c characteristics. 
Table 3.2: Relationship between the target CLR and the admissible number of connections 
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Figu[c 3.15: Relationship between average number of admitted connections and mean connection-holding time. 
upper limit to the numbcr of connections admitted by our proposed method. This confirms that our proposed 
method regulates the numbcr of connections properly. The level at which the average number of connections 
becomes saturated is higher 守 the shortcr the monitoring period. The shorter the monitoring period . はle ea.sier 
it is for a connection to be accepted. 
Tablc 3.2 sho'¥'s the relationship between the numbe1' of admitted connections and the target CLR. The 
CLR was calculated using thc buffe1' -less 丑ωfiow model [52]. From Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.15. T m = 10 yields 
a CLR bet¥veen l.Oe-.J and 1.0e-5. 
3.5.2 Comparison with conventional CAC methods 
By computer simulation. we compare performance of our proposed method and conventional CAC methods 
[1]. 
Comparison with the Dynamic CAC method 
1n orde1' to compare performance of our proposed method and the Dynamic CAC [11]. wc c∞or山
simulation. vYe used condition in Table 3.3. ¥Ve varied arrival interval and holding time of connections. 
Figure 3.1 ?ShO?NS that time series data of the numbe1' of connections admitted by our proposed mcthod 
with various holding times of connections. 'Ve used 入一 1 = 0.01 [sec]. and R= 6.3 [Mb/s]. As the holdi時 time
increa.ses. the a¥'erage number of connections increa.ses. approaching to a.symptotic level. The a.symptotic level 
49 
Comparison with conventional traffic descriptor based CAC methods 
¥Ye eyaluated the performance of our method through computer simulation. ¥Ye modeled the cell. burst. and 
connection-le\・el behavior. To inYestigate the robustness of our method. we a.ssumed that the connection a1'rival 
rate 﨎 extremely h刕h: the connection setup rcquest arrival interval is set equal to one cel slot. ¥Ve assumed 
that the connection holding time is in五nite.
48 
Table 3.3 ・ Simulation condition 
Input tra白c
入一 1 = 0.001. 0.01. 0.05 [sec] 
μ-1 = 2. 8. 5. 30 ‘ 50 [sec] 
α-1 二 0.1 [sec]. ﾟ-1 = 10 [kBytes] 
R = 1.5. 6.3. 10. 15 [Ylbjs] 
Our proposed method 
Tm = 1 [sec] 
Dynamic CAC [11] 
α= 0.1 
window size=128 cells 
rencwal period = 128x1024 cells 
CLR = 1.0e-6 
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is equal to an average of the number of connections obtained by the analytical model in Subsection 3.5.1. 
In a region when the holding time is short , the average number of connections in Fig. 3.15 is larger than 
that in Fig. 3.1 ?. This is because the analytical model does not take into account of effect of the conservative 
modi五cation after a new connection is admitted (see Section 3.4.3) . The di百erer日 is ， however, small when the 
holding time becomes longer because new arriving connections are likely to be accepted after the monitoring 
period. 
Figure 3 . 1口ï s油how司v刊f巧s that time serics data of thc number of connections admitted by our proposed method 
w叩it山hvarι巾i山O凶 arrival interval of c∞onnect廿山lOn瓜 "We used μ -1 = 5 [sec]. and R = 6.3 [Ylbjs]. There is litle impact 
of the arrival interval on the average number of the connections. Because the conservative modification is 
performed in our proposed method ‘ it avoids accepting too many connections even if the arrival intervals are 
very short. Thus. we claim that our proposed method is robust against bulk arrival of connections. 
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.:¥ext we compare the performance of our proposed method and that of the Dynamic CAC. ¥iVe varied the 
connection ‘s peak rate as in Table 3.3. Time series data of the number of connections are plotted in Fig. 3.19. 
vVe 日t R = 6.3 :vlbjs. 入ー 1 = 0.01 [sec] ぅ and μ-1 = 5 [sec]. Since tra伍c intensity of connection arrival arnounts 
to 500 [Erl]. the average number of connections would become 500 without admission controls. Our proposed 
method and the Dynamic CAC regulate the number of connections around 80. as shown in Fig. 3.19. 
14000 
Figure 3.16: The number of admitted connections 出 a function of time. For 叶le effective bandwidth method 
proposed by Elwalid and ~Iitra [1]. the buffer size is set to 1000 cells. 
12000 
(b) Connectio山 peak rate = 10 Ylbitjsec 
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Time series data of the number of connections with various connection's peak rate R are plotted in Fig. 3.20. 
There is little relationship between the connection、 s peak rate R and the number of connections. 
Figure 3.21 shows the relationship between the maximum number of connections and connectioIl'S peak 
rate. Our proposed method achieves the maギimum number of connections comparable to that by the Dynamic 
CAC. 
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Figure 3.17: Time series data of the numbcr of connections admitted by our proposed method with various 
holding times. 
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Figure 3.20: Time series data of the number of connections with various connectionう s peak rate by our proposed 
method and the Dynamic CAC. 
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Figure 3.18: Time series data of the number of connections admitted by our proposed method with various 
arrival intervals. 
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Figure 3.21: llaximum number of connections admitted b)・ our proposed method and the Dynamic CAC as a 
function of connection's peak rate. 
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Figure 3.19: Time series data ofthe number of connections admitted b:・ our proposed method and the Dynamic 
CAC. 
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Figure 3.22: Instantaneous CLR with exponential burst length and inter-burst time. T m = 120 [secト TpCR ニ
10 [sec]. と= 600 [sec]. り= 0.1 [sec] 
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Because admission control is invoked when the connection is setup, the admission decision should be quick 
so as to minimize the connection setup delay. :'¥ ame1y. computational complexity in the admission decision 
procedure should be minimized. In addition、 from the viewpoint of switching node cost 、 extra hardware and 
software contr01 should be avoided. In this section we address the computational comp1exity in the admission 
decision and describe a sirnp1e hardware irnp1ernentation of our proposed method. 
As shown in Eq. (3.34) and Fig. 3.24. the LPF is composed of one adder. one s山tracter. and two k-bit-right 
shifters. 
3.6 
3.6.1 
As described in Section 3.4. our proposed bandwidth management method uses a LPF to obtain the instantaｭ
neous rate. The cells are counted and the instantaneous rate is calculated for every cel slot by using the LPF 
in Eq. (3.6). By expressing smoothing coe血cientαas a power of two. i.e. 2-k. we can avoid the 自oati時 point
operations and thus implement the LPF as a combination of an adder. a subtracter, and two shifters: 
入 (t) = 2 - kη (t) + (1-2- k ) 入 (t ーム ) . (3.34) 
Hardware implementation 
。。
In our proposed method. the residual bandwidth is derived from the ma.ximurn of the observed instantaneous 
rate. ,\iVe therefore have to keep track of the instantaneous rate over thc monitoring period. Because the 
maximum instantaneous rate is calculated every cell slot , we would need a tremendous amount of memory if 
we stored al the instantaneous rates during the monitoring period. Fortunately. only a few of them are required 
to calculate the mαximum instantaneous rate. vVe reduce the storage capacity by dividing the monitoring period 
into n bins. as shown in Fig. 3.25. Cyclic queue A[i] (i= 0.. .η- 1) contains rnaximum instantaneous rate 
associated with each bin. Two registers、入 and A 、 contain the current instantaneou5 rate and the maximum 
in5tantaneou5 rate amo時 all bins. i.e. , A = maxi A[i]. :-Jow suppose that the current cel 510t is the 日rst cell 
slot of the (η- l)-th bin. The instantaneous rate is calcu1ated for the current cel s10t and loaded into A[rz -1]. 
Effect of the long range dependent traffic 
Recently it has been repo山d that the LAN tra伍c and VBR video tra伍c exhibit long 日ngedependence[38. 62]. 
Long range dependent (LRD) tra血c has much more impact on network performance than the short range 
dependent (SRD) tra伍c such as Poisson process, Markov modu1ated Poisson process ・ 1t isworthw hile to 
examine the performance of our proposed method using the LRD tra伍c model. 
It is known that a aggregate tra伍c from a large number of source tra伍c. of which burst length distribution 
exhibits long tail distribution. constitutes a LRD tra伍c [63]. Pareto distribution is known a部s a 10ng t凶aむi孔l 
d仙iおstri
di凶st廿n出b叩on conform to Pa出r印'et仰ωo distribution. Probability distribution function (PDF) of Pareto distribution is 
defined as 
where x 三 α.α . J 三 o and J iscal1ed a scale parameter. When ﾟ  < 2. variance is infinite. It is known that 
i凶nite ，'ariar問 of individ叫 burst length is a cause of self-similarity [63]. 
vYe assumed that both distribution of burst length and inter-burst time are Pareto distribution with ﾟ  
_ 1.2 (infinite variance). '¥iV'e assume that ,6 - 1. 2 ヲ Trn = 120 [sec]. TpCR = 10 [sec]. ?= 600 [sec] .η= 
0.1 [sec]. Fi唱gu山res白 3.22 and 3.23 sl 
Pareto distri出but札ion . The i凶ns引tantaneous CLR iおs de五ned a出s the もheoretica叫1 CLR associated with the number of 
CωO∞nnecti山O∞n瓜l
burstiness f仏ac口to町r 1山1防se吋d i叩n the simulation. 
(3.33) F(x) 三 Prob[X 三 x] ニ 1 ー (αjx )β 、
3.5.3 
From these figures. we observe that there is litle difference in the network performance. It is reported that 
Pareto distribution results in hyperbolical1y deca:y・ of queue length distribution while exponential distribution 
in exponential decay. ¥Vhen we discuss the long tirne scale where the buffering effect matters. the difference 
might be signi五cant. But in our proposed method we use thc instαntαneous rate as the adrnission criteria. 
The effect of long range dependent tra伍c is small in such a region. Thus we claim that LRD tra伍c does not 
degrade performance of our proposed method. 
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Figure 3.26: Re1ationship between number of admitted connections and number of bins. for al1 exponentia11yｭ
distributed connection arriva1 interva1 (mean of 0.1 sec) and a ho1ding time (mean of 600 sec). Tm 二 10 sec. 
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upper bound formu1a for the cel 10ss ratio: 
2二にZX(K R)(k-K)a(k-R;t) 
CLR(t) = -"-'U:.\~;'; . ~ 
2二ζ~nkâ(k-R:t)
where K denotes the buffer size, and 1¥1 denotes the ma氾mum number of cells arriving within a window whose 
size is K cel transmission times on a link. If the AT?1 switching fabric has _Y input ports. l'vl=.'iK. Even 
though the denominator in Eq. (3.35) is equal to the average number of arriving cells within the window 
the numerator requires approximately 3K(N・ 1) floating point operations. Our proposed method admission 
decision procedure. described in Sectiol1 3.4.2 is simpler. Admitting a new connection is simply judged by 
comparing 入 max(t)+R to 入targ e. t. which requires only two operations. 
The computational complexities of our proposed CAC and Dynamic CAC are plotted in Fig. 3.2? 
assume that the buffer size E = 128 cells. Dynamic CAC requires hundreds of operations to ca1culate the cel 
arrival distribution and a DSP to calculate the CLR. In contrast, our proposed CAC , which incurs much less 
computationa1 comp1e泊ty. can be implemented with only a couple of registers. Compared to the conventional 
admission control method. our proposed method is suited for real-timc processing. a necessity in practical ATyI 
switching systems. Because our proposed method can be implemented with reasonable hardware complexity 
and the admission decision is fast 、 it is better suited for practical ATM switching systems. 
(3.35 ) 
¥Ye 
Figure 3.24: Block diagram of the low-pass 五lter.
Figure 3.25: Division of monitoring period. 
If it is larger than thc yalueλ、 it is also loaded into .'¥. In the next cell s10t. i.e・. the second cel s10t of the 
(九一 l)-th bin. もhe instantaneous rate is calculated again and checked to see if it is larger than ,'\[n -1] or not. 
If it is. it is loaded into .¥[n -1]. The current instantaneous rate is also checked to see if it is larger than A or 
10t. If it is ‘.\. is replaced by the current instantaneous rate as well. The same procedure is repeated until the 
end of the bin is reached. At the end of the (n -1 )-th bin. the maximum instantaneous rate is se1ected from 
among all 刈i]. excluding .¥.[0]. which is used to store the maximum instantaneous rate observed in the next 
bin. Thc imp1ementation complexity depends on the number of bins. 
Time 
The rclationship between the average number of connections and the number of bins is shown in Fig. 3.26. 
The impact of the number of bins is quite small. A two-bin con五guration achieves almost the same average 
number of connections as a ten-bins one. The complexity of the measurement process is thus considerably 
reduced whilc the aye1'age numbe1' of connections is maintained. 
In this chapter we presented the design for a low-pass fi1ter that calculates the instantaneous rate and a 
framework fo1' bandwidth management based on the low-pass fi1tered instantaneous rate. The recu1'sive type 
LPF was shown to perform stab1y regard1ess of the connection's peak 1'ate. The bandwidth management 
framework is based on the maximum instantaneous rate obse1'ved during the monitoring period. Ana1ysis of 
the distribution of the underload pe1'iods. in which the instantaneous rate does not exceed the link capacity. 
showed that the monitoring period is affected signi五cant1y by the mean burst 1ength. Analysis of a distribution 
Concluding remarks 3.7 
Computational complexity of the admission decision 
The admission decision should also be quick to avoid 10ng connection setup latency. vVe compa1'e the compuｭ
tational comp1exity of our proposed method to that of Dynamic CAC. 
In Dynamic CAC. the decision is made b)・ comparing the target CLR to the estimated CLR by using the 
3.6.2 
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of the number of admitted connections showed that as the mean holding time increases. the average number 
of admitted connections increases and becomes saturated. Our proposed method thus regulates the number of 
connections properly. 
¥Ve compared the performance of our proposed method and to that of conventional CAC methods and 
found that our proposed method achieves a higher maximum number of connections. 
¥iVe investigated the impact of long range dependent tra伍c on the performance of our proposed method 
and found that it does not degrade the performance. 
vVe demonstrated a simple hardware implementation of our method by dividing the monitoring period into 
everal bins and expressing the smoothing coefficient of the recursive LPF by a power of two. vVe showed 
that the computational complexity of our proposed method is 10w and constant irrespective of the size of the 
switching fabric. 
Because our bandwidth management method does not assume any mathematical mode1 and can be imp1eｭ
mented in simp1c hardware. it is well suited for practical AT"Y1 switching systems. This bandwidth management 
method should be extcnded to a network-wide bandwidth management framework. The design of such a frameｭ
work is our future work. 
4 Chapter 
control for adlllission adaptive An 
targets QoS ll1ultiple 
We present simp1e and efficient connection admission control for multip1e Qua1ity of Service (QoS) requir千
ments with respect to cell10ss ratio (CLR). 1t a1ternates separate control. in which mu1tip1c queues are used 
to separate the bandwidth between the QoS classes in a deterministic fashion. and aggregate control. in which 
individua1 CLRs are used. The decision as to which contro1 shou1d be used is based on the number of connecｭ
tions ‘ speci五cal1y. if weak-burst connections are requesting a higher QoS (a 10wer CLR) than that of the other 
connections 司 and if they are a small fraction of the tota1 tra缶c volume. separate control is used; otherwise. 
aggregate control is used. This adaptive admission decision strategy maximizes the number of admitted conｭ
nections. For separate contro1, a binary-search algorithm and a history of the number of admitted conncctions 
are used to allocate the bandwidth to each queue. This reduces the time it takes to re-allocate the bandwidth 
when a new connection is admitted or an e幻sting one departs. For aggregate control 司 two fast a1gori thms are 
used to calculate the individual CLRs. Because the proposed method is simple and fast and achieves high 
bandwidth e缶ciencj・ for a multiple QoS environment. it is suitable for future multimcdia ATM networks. 
Introduction 
1n ATM networks ‘ connection admission control (CAC) determines whether a new connection setup request 
should be accepted or not by taking into account the current status of the network resource 司 the tra伍c descriptor 
and target Quality of Service (QoS) for the connection [8. 9]. Most of CAC methods that have been proposed. 
for example [60: 52. 64. 1. 65]. are designed to user single QoS criteria. Few methods have been put forth 
for multiple QoS targets. Because ATM networks are designed to handle various kinds of media. we need 
to design CAC methods that can hand1e various combinations of QoS targets and tra伍c types [17 , 66]. The 
五rst objective is to maximize the number of connections whi1e satisfying the target QoS for each tra伍c type. 
Furthermore because CAC isperformed in response to a connection setup request 、 the delay time due to CAC 
should be minimized so as to speed up the setup process. And finally. CAC should be simple enough to avoid 
expensive hardware and software. 
¥iVe have developed a simple and e伍cient CAC method that can handle multiple QoS targets. Since it uses 
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Figure 3.27: Comparison of the required computational complexity. 
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onc of a sepαrate and anαggregate control adaptively. it achieve high bandwidth e伍ciency. It can be performed 
within a short period and does not delay the connection setup. In addition. since it takes less computational 
comple文ity than conventional methods. it does not require expensive hardware and software. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follow. In Sect. 4.2 we present the separate control. ¥Ne first 
describe separate control. them aggregate control. In Sect. 4.3. we discuss the performance evaluation of our 
proposed method. In Sect. 4.4. we summarize this chapter and address our future work. 
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4.2 Adaptive admission control for multiple QoS targets 
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The proposed method uses onc of two controls adaptively: a sepαrate control, in which separate queues are 
used to separate the bandwidth between QoS classes in a deterministic fashion ヲ and an aggregαte control. in 
which an individual cel loss ratio (CLR) is used for each QoS class. The decision ぉ to which control should 
be used is based on the number of connections. That is. if weak-burst type connections are requesting a higher 
QoS (a lower CLR) than that of the other connections. and if they are a small fraction of the total tra伍c
volume. separate control is used: otherwise. aggregate control is used. Due to this adaptive admission decision 
strategy、 we can maximize the number of admitted connections. For separate control we use a binary-search 
algorithm and a histor)・ ofthe number of admitted connections to determine the bandwidth allocation for each 
queue so as to reduce the time needed for bandwidth re-allocation when a new connection is admitted. For 
the aggregate controL wc use two fast algorithms for calculating the individual CLRs so as to to avoid a huge 
amount of computational complexity. 
Number 01 slots is determin凶 bythe required BW. 
C bil I,jb ~s_ all~ca_ted lor queue i ・
Note t僘t C bil I,jb>= bi. 
Figure 4.1: .¥tlechanism for guむanteeing band wid th 
4.2.1 Separate control 
connections because there is not always an empty queue at each time slot. Therefore、 there are no distinction 
between these two choices. 
Bandwidth is allocated to each queue in such a a way the minimum bandwidth needed to maintain the 
target CLR is allocated and no bandwidth is left over. ~amely. Cbd:2j bj is allocated to a queue of class i. 
where C and bi denote the link capacity and required bandwidth for class i. If we allocate b 1 ω class i. C-:2j bJ 
is left over. Introducing a mechanism that would enable leftovcr bandwidth to be shared by al queue would 
improve the cell司 level performance. Unfortunately、 such a mechanism would be complicated because it need a 
sophisticated algorithm to resolve contention for the shared resource. In contrast. our bandwidth allocation 
mechanism does not leave any bandwidth left over. simplifying the multiple queue con五guration . We should 
note that C-L j bj is considered to be un-allocated with respect to the CAC. 
As for the separate con trol ‘ cell-level performance is investigated in the literatures [6? 68, 69. ?]. The 
requircd bandwidth to maintain the target CLR isdetermined by the peak and average rates and the number 
of connections. ¥Ve need to calculate the required bandwidth when the number of connections changes. U nder 
this situation. band-width is oyer-allocated to the queue to avoid performance degradation until the accurate 
bandwidけ1 allocation is determined and so bandwidth e伍ciency may degrade during this period. VVe develop 
a binary-search algorithm for calculating the required bandwidth to reduce the bandwidth calculation time. In 
addition. we present a idea to avoid the bandwidth calculation by using a history of the number of admitted 
connectlOns. 
Required bandwidth 
As mentioned. the bandwidth required to maintain the target CLR is determined by the peak and average 
rates and the number of connections. That is. given peak rate Ri , average rate αド target CLR C LRぃ and
number of connections lv-i ・ the required bandwidth is 
bi(λ・-i) = mi吋c: g(Ri: αゎぷ. c) 三 CLRi} , ( 4.1) 
Mechanism for guaranteeing bandwidth 
where g(Ri ・町、九.c) denotes the cellloss ratio function. Letting j(x) and FC(x) denote the probability density 
function and the complementary function fo1' the cel rate over al the aggregate connections 、 we have the CLR 
for link capacity C. 
Figurc .L1 shows a mechanism for guaranteeing bandwidth for separate control. Each queue is implemented in 
shared buffer memory [?]. and bandwidth is allocated by schedu1ing the sequence of queues. vVe assume here 
that the cyclic scheduling pattern is pre-configured and stored in the scheduling tablc [6? ?]. The queue is 
cyclically selected based on the sequence pattern stored in the scheduling table. Each entry in the scheduling 
table holds the queue identifier to be selected at the time slot. v¥-hen there are no cells in the queue to be 
sen-ed. there are two choices: either simply skip that time slot or select another queue. Selecting another queue 
improves cell-1e¥-el performance. but ¥ve cannot rely on this for increasing the maximum number of admitted 
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( 4.3) 
where( x)+ 三 ma.x ( x.O) and A denotes the sum of average rates of al the multiplexed connections. The 
relationship bet\刊enthe n umber of connections _Vi a吋 the required bandwidth BH?.Yi). is plotted in Fig. 4.2 
for three types of tra伍c. In figure. Type 1, 2, and 3 indicate the trafi_c types whose peak rate R and burstiness 
60 61 
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7 public: 
8 double clrCdouble VPcap , int nvc); // calculate CLR 
double req_bw(double grn , int nvc); // calculate required BW 
10 double bw_bisec(double CO , double C1 , double grn , int nvc); // binary search 
11 }; 
12 
Figure 4.3: C++ code for binary-search algorithm for calculating the required bandwidth. 
17 double vbr::bw_bisec(double CO , double C1 , 
18 { 
19 double ceil(double C, double grn); 
double floor(double C, double grn); 
C1 = ceil(C1 ,grn); // C1 must support QoS_CLR 
CO = floor(CO ,grn); // CO must not support QoS_CLR 
if (CO == C1-grn) return(C1); // C1 is the lowest BW supporting QoS_CLR 
else { // bi-section search 
double C2 = (CO+C1)/2.0; 
C2 = ceil(C2 ,grn); 
if (七his.clr(C2 ， nvc) く QoS_CLR) C1 = C2; 
else CO = C2; 
return(bw_bisec(CO ,C1 ,grn ,nvc)); 
} 
31 } 
32 
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double grn , int nvc) 
// peak bit rate [bits/secJ 
// average bit ra七e [bi ts/secJ 
// QoS objective regarding CLR 
vbr.C implementation fiユe
14 double vbr: :req_bw(double grn , int nvc) 
15 { return(this.bw_bisec(O.O ,PCR*nvc ,grn ,nvc));} 
16 
63 
36 double floor(double value , doubユ e grn) 
37 { return(floor(value/grn)*grn);} 
33 double ceilCdouble value , double grn) 
34 { return(ceil (value/grn) *grn) ;} 
35 
1 // vbr.H header file 
2 class vbr { 
3 private: 
4 double PCR; 
double SCR; 
double QoS_CLR; 
13 // 
5 
6 
9 
23 
20 
22 
24 
27 
21 
25 
26 
28 
29 
30 
Because there is no explicit formula for calculating the required bandwidth. we estimate the required bandwidth 
by using the CLR calculation formula in a trial-and-error fashion. In general. calculating the ClR isa timeｭ
consuming operation. ,iVe should thus reduce the number of calculations needed as much as possible. 
¥i'e developed a binary-search algorithm for this purpose. The required bandwidth is a monotonic decreasing 
function of the CLR. In our binary- search 、 the algorithm starts by selecting two points between which the target 
¥'aluc is located. The folO¥ving steps are performed recursive until the halt condition is satis五ed . The halt 
condition is when the difference between the two points is less than the granularity of the bandwidth. If the 
function γalue corresponding to the center position between two points is larger than the target value. the 
center point and a point whose function value is smaller are selected as the next two points. Othenvise. the 
center point and a point ,,,hose function value is larger are selected. 
The C++ code for the binary-search algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.3. which shows the interface and impleｭ
mentatioll for class vbr. Class vbr has peak rate 、 average ratc. alld the target CLR as private data PCR. SCRづ
and QOS_CLR (lines 4-6). The req_bw (line 9) is a class method for calculating the bandwidth required to mairト
tain the target CLR when nvc connections are multiplexed: it calls recursive binary-search method bw_bisec 
(lines 13-15). Binar:r-search method bw_bisec calls itself recursivel)・ according to wl:凶her the center point is 
higher than the target 01' not. Because thc requi1'ed bandwidth should be smaller than the total link capacity. 
Figure 4.2: Relationship between number of connections N i, and required bandwidth BvVi(_Vi). Peak rate of 
Type 1. 2. and 3 connectoins are 1.5, 6, and 10 Ylb/s. 
factor αare 1.5 Mb/s and 2, 6 Mb/s and 10. 10 Ylb/s, 100う where we de五ne the burstiness factor is defilled 
as the ratio of the peak to the average rates. The granulari此itけy of the bandwidth is 1.4976 Ylb/s 
From Fig. 4.2 、 we observe that 
• The required bandwidth is linearly related to the numbe1' of conllectiolls ¥vhen the llumber of connections 
is largf'r than that at the the knee point. 
• Tra伍c types 1 and 2 have knee points in the region where the number of connections is from 10 to 20. 
Type 3 has a knee pOillt at a1'ound 150 conllectiolls. 
400 
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the CLR. If the CLR is lower than the target yalue. the connec・ tion is accepted: otherwise it is rejected. The 
unallocated bandwidth is temporarily used for the admission decision for a newly arriving connection. 
If the newly arrivi時 connection is accepted. C -L J bj is re-allocated to class i. The sequence of queues 
j 手 1
is re-sched uled accordingly. In this cぉe. bandwidth is over-allocated to class ιThen. the minimum required 
bandwidth is calculated. The sequence of queues are then re-scheduled. ¥iYhen a existing connection departs. 
the minimum required bandwidth is calculated. Again the sequence of queues is then re-scheduled 
Consequently、 when the number of connections changcs. the minimum required bandwidth needs to be 
calculated. l7ntil then, the bandwidth is over-allocated to the queue. Because bandwidth is not allocated to 
other queues during this period. bandwidth 伍ciency may be lowered. To avoid this problem 、 we pre-compute 
the required bandwidth for the current number of connections plus and/or minus onc conncction when the 
CAC processor is idle. The situation where the number of connections is larger or smaller than the current 
one by one must have been previsouly calculated. This can be done effectively. by storing the history of the 
previous states. i.e. the required bandwidths. Especiall}・ when al1 the leftover bandwidth is allocated to the 
class of a newly arriving connection. it is effective to store the required bandwidth corresponding to thc current 
number of connections plus one. 
Arrival of type i connection 
Link bandwidth, C 
(Step 1) 
A new connection arrives. 
An individual CLR, CLRi, Is calculated 
by using bi and unallocated bandwidth. 
4.2.2 Aggregate control 
Individual CLRs 
(Step 2) 
1 accepted, unallocated bandwidth is 
now allocated to queue i tentatively. 
There is no leftover bandwidth. 
(Step 3) 
The least required bandwidth is calculated. 
The bandwidth map is modified. 
The scheduling table i5 modifed a5 well. 
In aggregate control. traffic types are classi五ed based on their pe北 and average rates. ¥iVhcn conncctions of 
different types are multiplexed into a single queue. the aggregatc CLR is different from the individual CLRs 
observed by the individual connections [52]. This implies that there is a possibility that multiple QoS classes 
can be established within a single queue. Assuming that there isno priority control mechanism in the single 
queue 司 cell 10ss rate of a certain connection is proportional to the ratio of the cell rate for that connection to 
the total cell rate for all the connections. Thus the individual CLR for type i isgiven by 
Figure 4.4: Bandwidth re-allocation method for separate control. 
the link capacity is selected as the point that gives a CLR lower than the target CLR. Zero bandwidth is 
selected as the point that gives a CLR higher than the target. YIethod req_bw calls method bw_bisec after 
setting these two points as the initial two points. Given the granularity of bandwidth grn. the two points are 
rounded so that there is a target point between them (lines 21-22) 
Thc computational required by this algorithm is determined b}・ the ratio of the bandwidth granularity 
ム b to the total li此 bandwidth. Thc CLR may be calculated upto llog2 C /ムバ times unti1 the required 
bandwidth is determined. The bandwidth granularity is determined by hardware implementation of multiple 
queue and schemduling mechanism. For the implimentation example Fig. 4.1, the width of the scheduling table 
determines the bandwidth granularity. If the 'vidth is 100 cel slots. the bandwidht granurarilty ム b is C/100 
and the number of CLR calculations is ?(= POg2 100l). ¥iYe can reduce もhis number by giving the current 
bandwidth as one of t.wo points when method req_bw calls binary-search method bw_bisec. 
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Figure -lA shows bandwidth re-allocation method. vVhen a new connection arrives. the bandwidth alread}・
allocated to the class of that connection plus the unallocated bandwidth is used to calculate the CLR. For 
examp1e ‘ if a class i connection a訂iyes . we assume that C -L j bj is re-alocated to class i. and calculate 
j出
where fi (x) denotes the probability density function (pdf) for thc cel rate for al connections of type i, f?(x) 
denotes the pdf for the cel rate for al connections except connections of type i , and Ni and ai denote the 
number of connections and the average rate of type i connection. 
Figure 4.5 shows how the individual and aggregate CLRs change with change in the mix of traf五c types. 
Type 1 t ra血c is strong-burst tra伍C (R1 = 10 :\lb/s 司 and α1 = 0.01) う while type 2 tra伍c is weak burst司 tra伍c
(R2 ニ 1. 5 Mb/s.α2 = 0.5). vVe refer to tra伍c with a high burstiness factor as a strong-burst type and to tra伍C
with a 10w burstiness factor a weαk-burst type. The horizontal axis indicates the number of type 1 connections. 
and the vertical axis indicates the aggregate CLR and the individua1 CLRs for both tra伍c types. The number 
of t}・pe 2 connections is determined such that both individual CLRs do not exceed the threshold value , 1. 0e・ 6.
In Fig. 4.5. CLR. CLR1. and CLR2 denote the aggregate CLR. the individual CLR for type 1, and the one for 
the t}・ pe 2. The relationship between the number of type 1 and type2 connections is shown in Fig. 4.?. 
From Fig. 4.5. we observe that: 
Bandwidth re-allocation method 
(1) CLR 1 isalways larger than CLR 2. 
64 65 
(2) ¥Yhen the number of type 1 connections increases from 0 to 1. the CIR 2 drops sharply from 1.0e-6 to 
1.0c-8. 1e-05 
(3) As the number of type 1 connections increases. CLR 2 increases. It increases especially sharply when the 
number of type 1 connections is smaller than 50. 
350 
Figure 4.5: Relationship between the number of type 1 connections and the aggregate CLR and the individua1 
CLRs. 
CLR 1 
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(4) The aggregate CLR isclose to the CLR 2 when the number of type 1 connections is small. while it is close 
to the CIR 1 when the number of type 1 connections is large 
??
100 150 200 250 300 
Number 01 type 1 connecti口ns
50 
1e-07 
1 e-08 
0 
(5) vVhen the number of type 1 connections is 382, the number of type 2 connections is 0 、 so CLR 2 isO. 
The reason for observation (1) isthat type 1 connections are more likely to encounter congestion than 
type 2 connections. That is. a bursty connection contributes to the congestion when it sends cel1ぅ as shown 
in Fig. 4.6. Observation (2) implies that the number of type 2 connection is limited when there are also type 
1 connections. The re出on for observation (3) is that when the number of type 1 connections is small、 type 1 
connections are more likely to encounter congestion than type 2 ones. As the number of type 1 connections 
increases , the type 2 connections becomes more likely to encounter congestion. so the difference between the 
two ind咩idual CLRs becomes smaller. 
From Fig. 4.7. we observe that the followings: 
Ov2 
>> ーーー­
Av2 
Figure 4.6: Bursty tra伍c is likely to see congestion. 
160 
400 
Ov 1 r7"] Ov 1 = CLR: 一一Ov~ 開 Av 1 
/山~I y:;.. ハ」I :V..À ~ r/1 Ll--Av1 
\TIlillillIrwt: 主義言語:己最長十一Av 2 
(1) The number of type 2 connections drops more sharply with an increase in the numbcr of type 1 connections 
when the number of type 1 connections is small. 
Type 1 
Type 2 
(2) The relat卲nship is approximately linear when the number of type 1 connections is between 150 and 330. 
The reason for observation (1) is that when the number of type 1 connections is small. the CIR 2 increases 
sharply. Thc reason for observation (2) is that the region in which the number of connections is between 150 
and 330 corresponds to the region after the knee point for the required bandwidth curve (see Fig. 4.2 ) ぅ which
is where the statistical multiplexing effect is fully utilized. 
Figure 4.8 shows thc relationship between the number of type 1 connections and the bandwidth e伍ciencyう
where the bandwidth e伍ciency is defined as the ratio of the sum of the average rates to the totallink capacity. 
Bandwidth c伍cienq・ degrades as the number of type 1 connections ﾎncreases because type 1 connections a1'e 
more bursty than type 2 011es. 
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Admission decision 
Our algorithm using the individual CLRs is illustrated in Fig. 4.9. vVe have to evaluate the individual CLRs 
for a11 the types. in order to determine whether a connection of a certain type \九rill cause interference between 
connectio11s of different tra血c types. Only if the individual CIRs for al the types a1'e satisfied う is the connection 
accepted. 
40 
350 100 150 200 250 300 
Number 01 type 1 connections 
50 
20 
。
。
Approximations for individual CLRs 
¥Yhen the number of t 1'a伍c types is K and the number of type i connections is 入ii ・ thecomputational complexity 
fo1' calculating the agg1'egate CLR ﾎs[73] 
Figure 4. ﾎ: Relationship between the number of type 1 connections and the number of type 2 connectﾎons. 
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(4.5 ) 
1¥ K 
O(K + L Si) rSi) 
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vVhen a new connection setup request arrives. we need to calculate the indiyidual CLRs fo1' al the types. which 
leads to a huge amount of computation if we use Eq. (4.4). 
To reduce the computational complexity. we propose two approximations in what follows. The idea behind 
the 五rst approximation is to multiply the aggregate CLR b}・ a safet}・ margin. Let us recall Eq. (.1.4): 
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vVhen 二一 C 三 O. it holds that 1/ z 三 l/C. vVe thus have 
CLRi 三志村∞(ご - C)-L 1∞ zλ (X) fi( 二 - x)dxd 
長l~(z ー C)+ 1~ fi(X)h(:: - 山ご
5 6f (二 一 Cの)+勺川f(::)引作削(いωご斗)
2主古 1=∞門内FC(z)斗)dz
主さCLR
< 
Because x ~ J.YiRi ・ we have 
CLRi 
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Figure 4.8: Re1ationship between the number of type 1 connections and the bandwidth e白ciency.
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( 4.6) 
This equation shows that the individual CLR is upper-limited by multiplying the aggregate CLR by the saiety 
margin for the corresponding tra伍c type. That is. we can approximate the individual CLR by calculating the 
R;A aggregate CLR and multiply it by .laLil ? .:"Jote that the aggregate CLR is calculated with a computational 
complexity of 0(1) by using Chernoff uppe1'-bound [73]. The computational c∞omple白位x叫. can t出hu凶s be reduced 
dramatically by using Eq. (4.6). In this chapter. we use the Chernoff bound to calculate the aggregate CLR 
vVe refer the method based on Eq. (4 . 6 ) ぉ the Simplest method. 
The second approximation is obtained by observing the individual CLR from another viewpoint. Suppose 
that connection i belongs to a certain type. We assume that there is no difference between CLRs of the same 
typeき so we need consider the CLR of on1y connection i. Only when connection i sends cells ぅ does cel 10ss 
occurs in connection i. Consequently. the individual CLR for connection i isgiven by Eq. (4.7). Let fi denote 
the pdf for the cel rate over al the connections, except connection i. Suppose that connection i sends cels. 
Only when the cel rate over al the connections except connection i exceeds C -Ri ・ does cellloss occur. vVe 
thus have 
CLRi = ~ r∞ (x +Ri -C)ム1M(z)dz
口ー」ん
Calculate CLRI, individual CLR for type i. 
A new connection arives. 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
Because Ri/(x + Ri) 三 RdC when x + Ri -C 三 O. we have 
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'wherc C; denotes the totallink capacity minus the peak rate of connection i. 
Although wc necd to calculate the complementary distribution functions K times in Eq. (4.8). they can 
be calculated with a computational complexity of 0(1) [?]. ¥iVe refer the method based on Eq. (4.8) as the 
Chernoff method. 
0,00 1 
0,0001 
1e-05 
Accuracy of approximations 
??
vVe investigated the accuracy of those two approximations by using the same number of type 1 and 2 connecｭ
tions as in Fig. 4.5. Figures. 4.10. 4.11 , and 4.12 show the approximated aggrcgate CLRs, CLRs for type 1 
connectio瓜 and CLRs for type 2 connections. The Chernoff approximations were obtained using Eq. (4.8) 
and the simplest approximations were obtained using Eq. (4.6). 
For Fig. 4.10 、 the Simplest method (Eq. (4.6)) is the same 出 the Chernoff method (Eq. (4.8)). The 
approximatcd aggrcgate CLR is higher than the exact CLR by about an order of magnitude. due to the 
Chernoff bound. 
From Fig. 4.11 we observe that 
1e.07 
1e-08 
o 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 
Number 01 type 1 connections 
Figure 4.10: Approximated and exact aggregate CLRs. 
0.001 
.w".....,.. . 、バi一A♂F刊ザ山、《、
~.\'、.. ‘必、.圃目(1) CLR 1 obtained using the Chernoff method (Eq. (4.8)) is higher than the exact CLR. 00001 
(2) The differencc between CLR 1 obtained using the Simplest method (Eq. (4.6)) and that using the Chernoff 
method (Eq. (4.8)) is small when the number of type 1 connections is small. It increases with the number 
of type 1 connections. 
1e.05 ト .~..-~~ 一 一 Chernoff appro丸 、
??
1 e-06 
Exact 
(3) CLR 1 obtained using the Simplest method (Eq. (4.6)) ishigher than that using the Chernoff method 
(Eq. (4.8)) by more tl印1 an order of magnitude when the number of type 1 connection is large. 
1e-07 
(4) V日lcn the number of type 1 connections is larger than 381 , CLR 1 using both methods are the same. 1e-08 o 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 
Number of type 1 connections 
Thc rcωon for observation (1) is the safety margin of the Chernoff upper bound. The re出onfor observation 
(2) isas fo11o¥"s. ,\iVhen the number of type 1 connections is small. the aggregate CLR is smaller than CLR 
1. It follows that 山叫ty mar叩r
uppe引1'-七bound are canceled. ﾀs the numbe1' of type 1 connections increases. the aggregate CLR approaches the 
CLR 1 and the cancellation effect decreases. The reason for observation (3) is that the safety margin multiplier 
is the order of magnitude of one. The reason for observation (4) is that the number of type 2 connections is 
Figure 4.11: Approピimated and exact CLRs for type 1 connections. 
of type 2 connections admitted using the Simplest method (Eq. (4.6)) is smaller than that using the 
Chernoffmethod (Eq. (4.8)). 
zero. 
From Fig. 4.12 we notice that CLR 2 obtained using the Simplest method (Eq. (4.6)) is a little higher than 
that obtained by the Chernoff method (Eq. (4.8)). This is beca山e Eq. (4.6) yields a smaller safety margin 
ロー -~..... ・ R?multiplier Xote that Z7-100fOI type I connectIons but on13 ず=10 fo1' type 2 ones 
The relationships between the maximum number of type 2 connections admitted using the exact method 
(Eq. (4.4)). the Simplest method (Eq. (4.6). and the Chernoff method (Eq. (4.8)) and the number of type 
1 connections are shown in Fig. .J.13. The constraint is that the individual CLRs for both types must be les 
than 1.0e-6. CLR 1 isalways larger than CLR 2 except when the number of t)・ pe 1 connections is zero. 
From Fig. 4.13. we obserYe that 
(2) vVhen the number of type 1 connections is smalL the differe町e between the number of type 2 connections 
admitted using the Simplest method (Eq. (4.6)) and that using the Chernoff method (Eq. (4.8) is small 
The reason for observation (2) isas follows. The number of type 2 connections is limited by the type 1 
connections. vVhen the number of type 1 connections is small. the difference between CLR 1 using the Simplest 
method (Eq. (4.6)) and that using the Cherno旺 method (Eq. (4.8) is small for those connections as shown in 
Fig. 4.11. 
4.3 Performance evaluation 
(1) ¥Yhen the number of t3・pe 1 connections increases from 0 to 1. the number of type 2 connections admitted 
using the Chernoff method (Eq. (4.8) is smaller than that using the exact calculation. Also the number 
v¥'e e'¥'aluated the number of connections admitted by scparate control and by aggregate control. The tra伍c
t)・pes and QoS classes we used are listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. 
? ? 
Tab1e 4.3: Cornbinations of type and QoS class for two-t~'pes case. 
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First we considered the case in which two tra伍c types. type 1 (data) and type 2 ( yoice) 司 coexist. eva1uating 
the number of connections adrnitted for the combinations of type and QoS class shown in Tab1e 4.3. 
The number of type 2 connections adrnitted by separate and aggregate contro1s as a function of the number 
of type 1 connections for match 1, 2, 3. and 4 are shown in Figs. 4.14. 4.17 、 4.20. and 4.21. 
In Fig. 4.14 、 both a strong-burst type 1 connection and a weak-burst type 2 connection are requesting the 
same 10w QoS 1evel. From this figure we observe that 
rnatch 3 
Two-type case 4.3.1 
400 
Figure 4.12: Approxirnated and exact CLRs for type 2 connections. 
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(1) Aggregate control outperforrns separate control for al the region. 
(2) vVith aggregate control司 'when the number of type 1 connections increases from 0 to 1. the number of type 2 
connections drops sharp1y frorn 152 to 141. In contrast. when the number of type 2 connections increases 
from 0 to 1, the number of type 1 connections drops slightly from 370 to 366. 
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Z (3) '¥iVith separate control, the nurnber of type 2 connections drops faster than with aggregate control when 
the nurnber of type 1 connections increases frorn 0 to 10. 
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(4) vVith separate control. the number of type 1 connections does not drop great1y when the nurnber of type 
2 connections increases from 0 to 1. 
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The reason for observation (2) is that the individual CLR for a strong-burst connection is higher than one 
for a weak-burst connection when using aggregate control. as explained in Sect. 4.2.2. Thereforc thc number 
of type 2 connections is limited when there are type 1 connections. Figure 4.15 shows the aggregate CLR and 
the individual CLRs for tra伍c types 1. and 2. CLR 1 isclearly the bottleneck in aggregate control. 
The re出on for observation (3) is ぉ fo11ows. Type 1 connections are more bursty than type 2 ones 司 so
when the number of type 1 connections is sma11. there is 1it1e or no statistical rnu1tip1exing gain. Because the 
sum of the peak rates for type 1 connections is used for separate control. the bandwidth e伍ciency for type 
1 connections is lowered. In contrast. because bandwidth unused by type 1 connections can be used by type 
2 ones when using aggregate control. the number of type 2 connections is increased. Figure 4.16 shows the 
re1ationship between the bandwidth allocated to type 1 connections and the number of type 1 connections. 
The allocated bandvvidth increases sharply when the number of connections is small. Recall that although we 
can increase the cell-leve1 performance by using id1e slots allocated to other queues. we cannot improve the 
number of connections. as exp1ained in Section 4.2.1. 
The reason for obsen-ation (4) is that we do not have to reduce the bandwidth al10cated to type 1 connections 
in order to support a small number of type 2 connections because the peak rate and burstiness factor of type 
2 connections are small. 
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Figure 4.13: X umber of type 2 connections admitted by exact calcu1ation and by approximations. 
Type Peak rate. R Burstiness facto r. α App1ications 
(1) Data 10 :vlb/s 100 Database 100kup 
(2) ¥'oice 1.5 kb/s つ Hi-fi te1ephony 
(3) ¥?eo 6 ~Ib/s 10 TV conferencing 
Tab1e 4.1: Tra伍c types 
Tab1e 4.2: QoS classes 
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Figure 4.17: う\umber of type 2 connections for match 2 as a function of the number of type 1 connections , 
In Fig. 4.1 了、 astrong-burst type 1 connection is requesting a high CLR while a weak-burst type 2 connection 
is requesting a low CLR. From this figure. we observe that 
(1) Separate control outpe巾rms aggregate control when the number of type 1 connections lS above about 
220: Otherwise ぅ aggregate control outperforms separate control. 
(2) vVith aggregate control 、 when the number of type 2 connections increases from 0 to 1. the number of type 1 
connections drops sharply from 370 to 281. In contrast, when the number of type 1 connections increases 
from 0 to 1, the number of connections drops slightly from 142 to 139. 
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~ umber of type 2 connections for match 1 ぉ a function of the number of type 1 connections. Figure 4.14: 
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(3) W?h separate control, when the number of type 2 connections increases from 0 to 1, the number of type 
1 connections drops slightly. 
1e-07 
(4) With separate control, the difference between the number of typc 2 connections for matches 1 and 2 is
very small. 
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τhe reぉon for observation (1) isas follows. vVhen the number of type 2 connections is smal l 、 only a small 
bandwidth is needed to satisfy the QoS targets for type 2 connections. In addition, because the bandwidth 
allocated to type 1 connections is large enough to gain a statistical multiplexing effect. it does not affect type 1 
connections to re-allocate a small fraction of the bandwidth to type 2 connections. The reason for observation 
(2) is that the number of type 1 connections is limited when there are type 2 connections because type 2 
connections are requesting a low CLR. Figure 4.18 shows the CLRs with aggregate control. Here 、 CLR 2 isthe 
bottleneck. The reason for observation (3) isthe same as that for observation (3) for match 1. The re出on for 
ob日rvation (4) is that the relationship between the number of type 2 connections and the required bandwidth 
is not sensitive to differences in the CLR. Figure 4.19 shows the relationships among thc number of type 2 
connections ち the required bandwidth司 and the target CLR. The relationship between the number of connections 
and the required bandvvidth is not clearly sensitive to the difference between CLRs of 1.0e-5 and 1.0e-7. 
In Fig. 4.20. a strong-burst type 1 connection is requesting a low CLR while a weak-burst type 2 connection 
is requesting a high CLR. From 七his f?ure we observe that 
Figure 4.15: CLRs for match 1 when using aggregate control. 
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(1) Aggregate control outperforms separate control for al the region 
Figure 4:.16: Allocated bandwidth for type 1 connections for match 1. 
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コz Figure 4.20: N umber of type 2 connections for match 3 as a function of the number of type 1 connections. 
(2) ¥iVith aggregate control. when the number of type 1 connections increases from 0 to 1, the number of typc 
2 connections drops from 152 to 131. In contr出t 、 when thc number of type 2 connections increases from 
o to1, the number of type 1 connections decreases slightly from 251 to 248. 
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(3) ¥i¥iith separate control. the number oftype 1 connections decreases more sharply than for match 1 (Fig. 4.14) 
when the number of type 2 connections increases. 
Figure 4.18: CLRs for match 2 with aggregate control. 
The reason for observation (2) is due to the fact that the number of type 2 connections is limited when 
there are type 1 connections because the type 1 connections are requesting a low CLR while CLR 1 ishigher 
than CLR 2. The reason for observation (3) is that the statistical ml山iplexi時 gain is small whcn thc number 
of type 1 connections is small because they are requesting a CLR lower than that for match 1 under separate 
control. which reduces the e伍ciency of the bandwidth allocated to type 1 connections. 
In Fig. 4.21. both a strong-burst type 1 connection and a weak-burst type 2 are requesting the same high 
QoS level. The difference between this figure and Fig. 4.20 is that the target QoS for this 五gure is smaller. 
From this figure we observe that 
(1) Aggregate control outperforms separate control for al the region 
(2) Compared with Fig. 4.20. the number of type 2 connections is less with separate control 司 while there is 
litle difference in the number with aggregate controL 
The re出on for observation (2) is due to the fact that the number of type 2 connections is limited when 
there are type 1 connections. That is, if the QoS level for type 1 connections is lower than that for type 2 
connections. the QoS level for type 2 connections does not matter because CLR 2 cannot be lower than CLR 
Requir凶 bandwidth (Mb/s) 
150 
100 
50 
1. 
From the results for two-type case ヲ we can draw the following conclusions. Aggregate control outperforms 
separate control except when weak-burst connections are requesting a low CLR and the number of weal十burst
connections is small. ¥Ve can thus maximize the number of connections admitted by alternating separate 
and aggregate controls adaptively according to the number of connections requesting a low CLR. as shown 
in Fig. 4.22. A mechanism for maintaining cell order integrity when alternating these controls is shown in 
Fig. 4.23. 
11 
Figure .f.19: Relationships among number of type 2 connections. the required bandwidth、 and the target CLR. 
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Figure 4.23: );Iechanism to maintain cel order integrity when alternating controls. 
Table 4.4: Combinations of type and QoS class for three-type case. 
??? ???γん???
干
i
』
=一…
match 22 
match 3 match 32 
match 21 
match 31 
Three-type case 
1¥ ext we considered the case in w hich al tra伍c three types shown in Table 4.1 coexist , evaluating the number 
of connections admitted for the combinations of type and QoS class shown in Table 4.4. That is. we evaluated 
matches 2 and 3 for combinations for type 1 and 2. 
'¥i;e can admit 90 type 3 connections if there are neither type 1 nor 2 connections. 明匂 set the number of 
type 3 connections to 30 or 60 for matches 21 ぅ 22 ‘ 3 1. and 32. The number of type 2 connections for matches 21. 
22 , 31. and 32 as a function of the number of type 1 connections are shown in Figs. 4.24 ぅ 4.25 ‘ 4.26 ， and 4.27. 
F rom these figures 、 we observe that aggregate control outperforms separate control for al the region. Based 
on the results for the two-type case. the difference between aggregate and separate controls is the smallest for 
match 31 in Fig. 4.26. Aggregate control again stil outperforms separate control. 
From the results for the two-and three-type cases. we can conclude that except when the number of 
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Figure 4.22: Framework for adaptive admission control for multiple QoS requirements. 
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Figure 4.26: N umber of type 2 connections for match 31 as a function of the number of type 1 connections. 
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Figure .1:25: :¥' umber of type 2 connections for match 22 as a function of the number of type 1 connections , 
The wcak-burst connections requesting a 10w CLR is smal1, aggregate contro1 outperforms separate contro1 
effect of aggregatぞ contro1 is more remarkab1e when the number of types is 1arger. By alternating separate 
and aggregate controls adaptive1y according to the number of weak-burst connections requesting a 10w CLRう
we can ma氾mize the number of admitted connections. もiVhen using separate control. we should minimize the 
number of queues to a¥."oid segregation 10ss. 
120 
Figure 4.2? ::¥umber of t}・pe 2 connections for match 32 as a function of the number of type 1 connections. 
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Concluding remarks 
\\冶 have de'\・eloped an efficient and simp1e admission contro1 for multiple QoS targets. By alternating separate 
and aggregate contro1 adaptive1y according to the number of weak-burst connections requesting a 10w CLR. 
we can ma幻mize the number of admitted connections. ¥Ve use a binary-search algorithm to calculate the 
required band"vidth for queues in separate control. To quickly and simp lJ・ determine whether a new connection 
is admitted 01' not ‘ we reduce the computational compleピity in calculating the individual CLRs. 
The p1'oposed method is based on the assumption that accurate peak and averagc rates are given. It is 
80 
4.4 
di伍cult. however. to declare accurate peak and average rates. l'vleasurement mechanisms for these rates and a 
dynamic bandwidth negotiation mechanism based on these measurement remain to be developed. 
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Chapter 5 
A real-tillle MMPP parallleter 
estilllating lllethod for calculating cell 
loss ratio 
Since admission control is preventive control. we need to establish whether or not an admission control algorithm 
actually works appropriately. The role of admission control is to maintain an extremely low target cellloss ratio 
(CLR) , e.g. , 1.0e-5 to l.Oe-8. This makes it hard to judge whether or not the target CLR level is maintained 
As described in this chapter, our approach to tackling this problem was to measure cel streams, fit them to a 
mathematical model ‘ and solve the queuing systems mathematically. We developed a real-time algorithm for 
estimating the :vIarkov modulated Poisson process (:Yr:i¥IIPP) parameters to calculate the CLR. This algorithm 
employs a fictitious queue and a window to determine the stateうl. e ・. underload or overload. The algorithm's 
performance is evaluated through computer simulation、 and it is shown that the CLR can bc appropriately 
estimated by setting the v"indow size to the minimum cel interval of the connection. It is suggested that the 
proposed algorithm can be applied to admission control. We conducted computer simulation and confirmed 
that the admission control method based on this algorithm achieves high bandwidth e缶ciency .
5.1 Introduction 
An attractive feature of ATM networks is their statistical multiple泊ng ability. By admitting a large number 
of connections, we can achieve high bandwidth e缶ciency. High bandwidth efficiency may. however. lead to 
low Quality of Service (QoS) levels. ATM networks perform rate-based tra日c control. Connection admission 
control (CAC) and usage parameter control CLTPC) are key control methods in ATM tra伍c control. The 
main objective of CAC is to guarantee; for each service , an appropriate QoS level while enhancing network 
utilization. CAC decides whether or not a new connection can be admitted by taking into account its impact司
which depends on the tra伍c characteristics of the connection and the QoS levels of existing connections [8, 9] 
rpc monitors user cel tra伍c and checks if it conforms to the tra伍c descriptor declared at connection setup. 
~on-conforming cels are discarded or marked by the じPC device. Thus. CAC assumes that only conforming 
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cel1 traffic may be injected into networks. 
Statistical multip1exing gain、 G . is defined as the ratio of the maximum number of connections admitted into 
a link by CAC to the number permitted by the peak assignment strategy. Statistical multiplexing gain depends 
on the tra白c characteristics of the connections. such as peak rate and average rate. vVe define the connection 
burstiness factor as the ratio of peak rate to average connection rate. Figure 5.1 shows statistical mu1tiplexing 
gain、 G、 as a functﾌon of both connection peak rate and connection burstiness factor fo1' maintaining a CLR 
(Ccl Loss Ratio) of 10-6. 1n Fig. 5.1. a 1ink capacity of 149.76 :Vlbit/sec is assumed , and CLR is evaluated by 
using virtual cell 10ss probabili ty in the buffer!ess fiuid fiow model [52J. Virtua1 cel 10ss probability is defined 
出 the ratio of overfiow cel rate to offered cel rate [52J. ~ 0 connection tra伍c characteristics are assumed, other 
than connection peak and averagc rate in the virtual cellos probability. According to Fig. 5.1. we can achieve 
a statistical multiplexing gむn. G. of up to 50 for tra伍 c with a connection peak rate of 10 :VIbit!sec. and a 
connection burstiness of 100. This means that up to 50 times the number of connections can be accommodated 
by statistical multiplexing. and that thc bandwidth cost can thus be reduced by up to 98 (=100 x ( 1- 古))% .
As shown above. we can achieye high bandwidth e伍ciency v;hile maintaining the desired QoS leve1 by using 
appropriate CAC methods. CAC and T.;PC are prcnntive contr01 methods. If they malfunction. QoS may 
clegrade 目 For examp1e. if T.;PC malfunctions 司 non-conforming cells may be injected into networks 、 thus 1eading 
to congestion. If CA.C malfunctions and is allocated a bandwidth smaller than requested by the connection, 
there may not be enough bandwidth to maintain the QoS 1evels. vVe need to monitor the QoS levels provided 
by these cont1'ols and check if the ta1'get levels are maintained. 
1n this chapter. we consider the mechanism for monitoring QoS levels. CLR is a QoS meぉure considered 
in designing CAC and -cpc. The target CLR is considered to be very low. e . g ・ . 1.0e-5-1.0e-8. It takes a 
considerab1e time to accuratel}・ measure the CLR ranging over such low val ues. lnstead of measuring the CLR 
directh二 we measure a cel st1'eam. fit it to the mathematical model. and calculate the CLR by s01ving the 
model. 
Since AT~I networks hand1e multimedia tra伍c. cel tra白c characteristics are bursty. Several bursty tra伍c
models han b開1 constructed. The ~Iarkoy modulated Poisson process (エIMPP ) is one example. M:VIPP is a 
doubly stochastic Poisson process. in which several states are modulated according to the ~larkO\・ process. ln 
each state. cells are generated according to a Poisson process whose arrival rate is intrinsic to the state. Queuing 
systems loaded by ¥I:vIPP input have been analyzed by many researchers [22. 23. 24. 25J. Two-state :VI:vIPP 
is shown to be e伍cient for modeling multiplexed bursty tra伍c in high-speed nct"works [51J. Two-state 日立PP
is a parsimonious model: it is characterized by only four parameters. two arriv叫 rates and two transi tion rates 
between states. Therefore. we adopt :vIMPP ぉ a model to which a multiplexed cel stream is fi.tted. 
ln Sect. 5.2 ‘ we deve10p a parameter estimating method. in which a multip1exed cel stream is fi.tted to 
two-state MYIPP. This method assumes that the cel stream is mode1ed by two-state ~IMPP composed of 
overload and underload states. The developed algorithm employs a fictitious queue and a window to determine 
the load states. i.e. , underload or overload. The performance of this method is investigated through simulation 
for multip1exing of on-off sources with a wide spectrum of traffic characteristics. It is shown that the CLR 
can be appropriately estimated by setting the window size to the minimum cel interval of the connections. 
Sect. 5.3 proposes an improvement for the proposed method. The improved method can be applied to both 
homogeneous and heterogeneous connections with respect to peak rate. ln Sect. 5.4 ‘ it is suggested that 
the proposed algorithm can be applied to admission control. Through computer simulation. we show that 
this admission control method achieves high bandwidth e伍ciency. Sect. 5.5 evaluates the admission control 
algorithm for both homogeneous and heterogeneous cases. Sect. 5.6 summarizes this chaptcr. Since we mcasure 
cel stream and emplo}・ two-state YDﾆPP. which simp1i五es the measuring algor・ithm 司 wc can accuratcly and 
quickly estimate the CLR provided by traffic contr01 methods used in the AT}vI network. 
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Figure 5.1: Statistical multip1exing gain. 
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Parameter estimating method for multiplexed cell stream 
Here we 
Heffes et al. developed a method for estimating a two-state MMPP mode1 from actual voice tra缶c data 
[3J. They estimated :v1MPP parameters by matching average 、 varian民 and the third cent凶 moment of the 
counting process N(t). where N(t) is the number of cells observed in a period of [0. tJ. Let '¥1 and 入 2 denote 
cell arrival rate at high and low state. Let r1 and r2 denote transition rate from low to high state and from 
high to low state. Defi.ne bt = var[_V(t)l! E[lY(t)J and b∞ = limtー∞ Uαr[N(t ) J !E[_Y(t)J. Let d be a solution of 
the following equation. 
Let 
we have 
(5.1) 
( 5.2) 
Two-state Y1MPP is used to model multiplexed cel streams; each stream is on-off source [33. 51J 
review these methods and propose our parameter estimating algorithm. 
d ニ t11 (とと)(1一位p(一白1))
How to fit multiplexed cell streams to 恥f恥'IPP
;(1+ 元青)
e = ib∞ー 1)αd3
2E.-2 
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r1 
Moment matching method 
5.2.1 
5.2 
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入 1 -互-+入2 ・
= (ぞ - rl ~ r2) ( 1 -   ¥ rl+ r2
( 5.3) 
(5.4 ) 
bandwidth overload state 
(5.5) overlo沼
whereα = E[S(t)]/t and A.' is given by 
五一 d3 (g3(1.t2) -a3t~ -3α2 t~ (b∞- 1) + 3a2 d2 t2(b∞- 1)(1 -exp( -dt2)) 、-
3α (b∞ - 1)(dt2(1 + exp( -dt2) -2(1 -exp( -dt2)) (5.6) Figure 5.2: Two-state model. 
where 
g3(1 、 t2) = μj (t2) +3αt2 ( αt2 -1)bt2 + αt2 (αt2 -1)(αt2 -2). (5.7) 5.2.2 Measurement岨based asymptotic matching method 
μ3(t) = E[(!V(t) -E[N(t)])3]. (5.8) 
vVe propose a real.time M:YIPP parameter estimating method called m印刷rement.bαsed αsymptotic matching. 
The idea behind this method is similar to that behind the asymptotic matching method. except that our 
method is based on measurement. The success of asymptotic matching is due to the fact that the occurrence 
of the overload condition causes most of the cel losses when on-off sources are multiplexed. The ce!l stream 
is modeled by overload state and underload state ぉ i!lustrated in Fig. 5.2. The overload state is defined as 
the state where the cel arrival rate from a!l the connections exceeds the link capacity. The underload state is 
defined as the complement of the overload state. 
Thus 、 we meぉure the number of cells within a measurement window and detect thc overload sﾏtuation. 
The measurement algorithm is described as follows. 
where μ3 (t2) isthe third central moment of the counting process. 
This method is too complicated to perform in real-time estimation because the computation includes evaluation 
of an exponential function in Eq. (5.6) and we need to solve Eq. (5.1). In additio凡 we need to choose t1 and t2 
so that "Var[N(t)] h出 a good fit to that of M:Y.J:PP. Thus, we cannot take this approach to estimating real-time 
parameters 笛 it 1S. 
Asymptotic matching method 
Baiocchi et al. developed a method for estimating parameters of two-state -:VIMPP by dividing overload and 
underload states [51]. Suppose thatλ. on-off sources are multiplexed and that J1 is the maximum number 
of active conncctions to ensure that oyerload does not occur. Parameters for two-state :../[vIPP 訂e given as 
fo!lows. 
Step 1: Count the number of cells within a measurement window ‘ U 
Step 2: Compare the number of cells with a threshold. X. If it is larger than X. we determine a high state. 
If it is smaller. we determine a low state. 
ro =ニ
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
Step 3: According to the result of Step 2、 we modify the measurement data of the corresponding state. 
η 3 
入，-p.\. 一入。
r , 
4 入。ー Xpλ
N 
1¥. L Z~JZ 
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;¥t! 
.\.Liロ計十、
i=O L..t j=O "J 
where -1/ is a max:imal real part eigem'alue of an infinitesimal generator for a transient :VIarkov process 司
obtained from the phase process considering only the states {_V1、 _v1 + 1. • • • . _Y}. _¥. is the cel emission 日te
from an active source. p isa inverse of burstiness factor. 
The asymptotic matching method gives a physical meaning to the fitting process. The overload state is 
defined as the state in which the total cel rate exceeds the link capacity, while the underload state is defined 
as the state in which the total cel rate does not exceed the link capacity. This method estimates the accurate 
CLR of a statistica1 mu1tiplexer loaded with homogeneous on-off sources [.51]. A set of tra缶c descriptors for 
al the connections is needed to calculate the pararneters by the asymptotic matching method. For rea1-time 
estimation of :..DIPP parameters we need to me出ure actual tra伍c instead of using a tra伍c descri ptor. 
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Appropriate determination of the thresho1d value. X. and window size. 1L'. is critical. They must be determined 
such that X/1/，; 二 1 holds. That is. we can determine X once we have ω. In the following section. we evaluate 
the relationship between accuracy and window size. w. 
入。ニ (5.12) 
5.2.3 Accuracy of estimated parameters and CLR 
This section evaluates the accuracy of our proposed method. vVe assume that the connection peak rate R 二
10 :YIbit/sec ‘ burstiness factor defined as the ratio of peak to average ratesα= 10 ‘ and mean burst size B = 
16250 Bytes. '¥Ve estimate the parameters for the offered load ranging from 0.3 to 0.8 by changing the number 
of connections. 
Figures. .5.3 and 5.4 show the relationship between arriva1 rates of high and low states and the offered load. 
and that between the mean durations of high and 10w states and the offered load. V¥ie also plot curves for 
parameters obtained by the asymptotic matching method. From Fig. 5.3. it is obscrved that the estimated 
parameters agree we!l with those obtained by the asymptotic matching method for al the measurement window 
sizeぅ1/，;. However. there are deyiations between the estimated parameters and those obtained by the asymptotic 
matching method for window size. U; = 10 cels. The window size of 10 cells underestimates the mean duration 
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Figure 5.4: Relationship between mean durations of high and low states and the offe1'ed load. 
time. This is explained as follows. Each connection sends cells at a peak rate of 10 ~lbit/sec ‘ res山1時四 a
minimum cel interval of 15 cels. As long as the connection stays in the on state , it sends cels continuously at 
a cel interval of 15 cels. If the measurement window size is larger than the minimum cel interval‘ at least one 
cl ove1' each connection is observed within a measurement window. However、 if the window size is smaller 
than the minimum cel inten'al 、 one cel over each connection is not necessarily observed within a measurement 
windo\\' 、 leading to misdetection of the end of the overload state. Thus. when the measurement window is 
smaller than the minimum cel interval ‘ the estimated mean duraもion is smaller than the actual val ue. 
By 叫ving the f\ I~lPP /D /ljK queuing model 、 we calculated the CLR for the estimated ﾌVDﾆPP model. vVe 
assumed the buffer size to be 20 cells. and used the analysis presemed in [23]. Figure 5.5 shows the relationship 
bet"'ween the CLR and the number of connections. vVe also plotted the CLR obtained by computer simulation. 
From this f?gure. we observe that the window size of 10 cells underestimates the CLR by an order of magnitude. 
wh辻e windo¥¥' sizes of othe1' than 10 cells estimates the CLR accurately 
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Figure 5.5: Relationship between CLR and number of connections. 
:¥ext. we evaluate the impact of peak rate, burstiness factor. and mean burst length. Figures 5.6. 5.7. 
and 5.8 show the relationship between CLR and peak rate 句 burstiness factor. and mean burst length. For the 
peak rate (Fig. 5.6). we observe that the proposed method estimates conservative and accurate CLRs fo1' p陥Céζa
rates over the 1'ange of p1'actical inte1'est. For the burstiness factor (Fig. 5.7). we observe that the proposed 
method estimates conservative and accurate CLRs for burstiness factors la1'ger than 10. The proposed method 
achieves a conservative CLR for burstiness factors smalle1' than 10. evcn though the deviations a1'e larger than 
those fo1' burstiness facto1's la1'ger than 10. Since we cannot expect high statistical multiplexing gain within the 
region in which the burstiness factor is smaller than 10 (recall Fig. 5.1) , the deviation obse1'ved in the region 
of burstiness factors smaller than 10 cannot be a major d1'awback. For the mean bur叫 length. we observe that 
the p1'oposed method estimates consc1'vativc and accurate CLRs fo1' al the values used. 
5.3 Improved measurement-based asymptotic matching method 
¥Vindow sizes larger than the minimum cell interval yield accurate parameters and CLRs because at least one 
cel over each connection is observed within a measurement window whose size is larger than the minimum cel 
interval of the connection. If we ぉsume homogeneous connections 、 there is no problem with a measurement 
window whose size is the minimum cel interval of the connection. For heterogcneous connections. we need to 
modify the measurement algorithm for the folowing reason. 
In the previous algorithm in Sect. 5.2 .2, we used the nominal rate de五ed ぉ X/w. If we 出sume homogeneous 
C出es. when the state becomes high. then Xju;守 is made larger than or equal to one by setting the 仏 to the 
minimum cel interval of the connection ( ~ote that X is set equal toω. as mentioned in Sect. 5.2.2). If we use 
X larger than the minimum cel interval. Xjw ma)・ become smaller than one even if the state becomes high. 
For heterogeneous connections with respect to peak rate ‘ we cannot determine one value for ω. Thus , we need 
to develop a mechanism for detecting a high state while allowing connections with different peak rates to exist. 
vVe propose an improved measurement-based asymptotic matching method. in which a f?ctitious queue and 
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a window are emp10yed to detect the overload state. Figure 5.9 shows the mechanism for detecting the overload 
state. Aβctitious queue and a window are used to detect the overload state. Overload state is detected when 
fictitious queue ha.s not been empty for a certain period (we call it a windoω). The details are exp1ained in the 
following. vYe assume the time axis is s10tted by a unit of time ﾓ during which one cel is sent on to a 1ink. 
This unit of time ?coresponds to about 2. T μsec on a 150 Mb/s 1ink. 
• The 1ength of fictitious queue is incremented on a cel arrivaL vYe assume cel arriva1 occurs at the 
beginning of every s1ot. Th us. on arriva1 of cells. 五ctitious queue is incremented by the number of cels. 
• Decreasing rate of 五ctitious queue length is equiyalent to the link transmission rate. The 1ength of 
五ctitious queue is decremented at the end of every s10t if fictitious queue is not empty. 
• ¥Vhether or not the overload state starts is determined at the beginning of each slot during underload 
states. 士he overload state is detected when fictitious queue has not been empty at the beginning of 
consecutive slots over a certain period (we cal itωindoω size). A window is introduced to eliminate the 
mis-detection of start and/or end of the overload state. Whi1e a too small window 1eads to mistaking 
the underload state for the overload state. a too 1arge window 1eads to missing the overload state. The 
optimum window size is examined in Sect. 5.5. 
• vYhether or not the overload state ends is determined at the beginning of each slot during over10ad states. 
After the overload state ends. fictitious queue monotonical1y decreases and eventually becomes empty. 
The start time of the monotonical decrease of 五ctitious queue 1ength is regarded as the end time of the 
overload state. 
If no cel arriyes and the fictitious queue is empty. underload is detected. On arriva1 of cels. at the beginning 
of the slot司五ctitious queue is incremented by the number of cells. At the s10t. the state is not changed 、 but it 
becomes a candidate for the overload state. 
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Figure 5.9: Mechanism of detecting overload state. 
If fictitious queue has not been empty over a window size. itis regarded as the over10ad state. In Fig. 5.9 
we assume the window size of 315. The period during which 五ctitious queue is not empty but becomes empty 
after 26 is regarded ぉ the underload state as shown in (a) , but the period during which fictitious queue is 
not empty over 36 from its start timE' is regarded as the overload state as shown in (b). vVe can not decide 
whether it is the overload state or the underload state during the window size slots from when fictitious queue 
becomes non-zero. The parameters for each state are not modi五ed during the period. The statistics gathered 
during the period are refiected in the parameters for the overload state : 入 over ， Tover. after the window size. If 
the overload ends司五ctitious queue begins to decrease. 'We define the end of the overload state when fictitious 
queue is a rnaximum during the window from the time shown in (c) of Fig. 5.9. V'le can not decide the end of 
the overload statc during the window size slots from when fictitious queue becomes a rnaximum. The statistics 
gathered during the period are refiected in the pararneter for the under10ad state : 入u口 der . Tunder ・
So far we have described the method for detecting the overload state. In the following part of this section. 
we present the method for estimating the pararneters for the overload and underload states. Theoreticaly. 
the cel arrival rate of the overload state is obtained by dividing the totα l number of cels arriving during the 
overload state by the total duration of the overload state. Since this estimation equally weights al data~ it tends 
to neglect the inforrnation on current trends as time elapses. 1n addition. because al cel counters have finite 
capanty‘ this method can not be implernented. To overcome this problem. we ernploy a first-order low-pass 
filter. As an' exarnple 、 the cel arrival rate of overload state is derived as fo11ows. (:¥ ote that the underload 
state c出e can be derived in a corresponding manner) 
¥Ye app1y the first-order low-pぉs 五lter to the arriv叫 rate and the mean sojourn time of the overload state 
using the smoothing coe伍cientsαand .ﾟ vYe ぉsume 七hat the overload state starts at time Th and continues 
to time t (t 三九十町). and that the number of cells arriving at time t isα(t). The observed cel arrival rate 
入。町 (t) and the observed mean sojourn time Tover(t) are evaluated as fo11ows : 
入 oue r(t) = αα(t)+(l- α)入 ove r (t -6) 
To問、 (t) = ß(t 一 九)+ (1 -3)Tover(Th) 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
where 0:; 0..3 :;1. Thc obsernd cel arriyal rate and the observed mean sojourn time of the underload state are 
eyaluatcd in the same manner. The coe日cient 0. in equation (5ι日山. 川1口3幻) c∞O∞削I凶1凶t叫 t山he c叩ut昨lルじ-off fi払u町1山a剖叫tio∞n fr叩e叫司
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of the cel arrival rate during onc slot. Small 0. eliminates the effect of the high frequency component of the 
cel arrival rate. 3 in equation (5.14) controls the fiuctuation of the mean sojourn time of thc overload state. 
This chapter focuses on the effect of 0.. which is investigated later. 
5.4 Application to admission control 
Here we describe application of our estimating method to admission control. 
5.4.1 Framework for guaranteeing QoS 
Figure 5.10 il1ustrates the framework of the proposed adaptive admission control. First. the currently used 
bandwidth is rnonitored using measurements of cell strearn. and the bandwidth utilization is updated (STEP 
1). If a new connection setu p request exists ‘ t he nominal bandwidth utilization after accepting the connection 
is anticipated by taking into account the tra伍 c descriptor (STEP 2). The declared peak ratc of thc connection 
is used for this purpose. Then the CLR is evaluated (STEP 3). If the evaluated CLR is lower than the QoS 
objective. the connection setup request is accepted and the bandwidth utilization is substituted by thE' norninal 
one obtained in STEP2 (STEP 4). "We need to evaluate the CLR using the bandwidth utilization in STEP 
3. The M:VIPP parameter estimating method is used. CLR can be evaluated by solving the l¥Il¥IPP /D /l/K 
queuing model [23]. 
5.4.2 Admission of a new connection 
If a new connection setup request is issued, the nominal bandwidth utilization after its setup should be anticｭ
ipated b}・ taking into account the tra伍c descriptor of the requested connection. 
Peak rate ~ average rate and mean burst length are considered as important tra伍c characteristics. vYhile 
peak rate can be estimated from the performance of te町rm口 ma叫Is and/or 1.:":¥1 interface speed beforehand. other 
characteristics are hard to anticipate. 1n many c出es. the peak ra目前signment strategy leads to ine伍Clcnt
network utilization. vVith the proposed method司 even if the nominal bandwidth utilization includes some 
margin ‘ it will converge to the actual value through repeated measurement. Thus司 we adopt only peak rate as 
a t ra血c descriptor of a new connection since it will give a conservative estimate. Let the peak rate of a new 
connection be R and the link capacity be C.τhus ， we calculate the nominal cel arrival rates of each state as 
follows : 
入 o v e r十=入over+ R/C 
入Under+ 入under+ R/C 
:Vlean sojourn times are not modi五ed.
If a new call is bursty. these estimates contain safety margins. Theyapproach もhevalue for the actual traffic 
with tirne. 
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5.5 Performance evaluation 
N ext. we investigate the bandwidth e缶ciency achieved by our method. The performλnce measure is the 
bandwidth e伍ciency when the maximum number of connections. QoS of which arc satisfied. are admitted. 
5.5.1 Evaluation model 
vVe 出sume that connections 訂e ml山iplexed onto a link whose capacity is C (:'Ib/s). The performance of 
もhc multiplexer loaded with on-of sources is evaluated ‘ where connections are characterized by heterogeneous 
on-off sources. 
An onーoff source is often used 出 a model of data tra伍c in ATM networks[51]. The source continuously 
emits burst dataぅ which is segmented into cels at the peak rateヲ during もhe on state (the sourcc in the on state 
is caled active source below). The off state corresponds to the silent periods between data bursts. vVe ぉsume
the duration of both on and off periods are exponentially distributed. 
vVe introduce some notations for type i connection: 
Ni : number of connections 、
Bi : mean burst length (Byte) , 
Ri : peak rate (:V1bjs). 
αi : burstiness factor (= peak ratejaverage rate). 
The followi時 evaluation assumes that the link capacity is 150Mb/s. the buffer capacity is 20 cells and the 
QoS objective is 10-5. Throughput deterioration due to the go-back-N retransmission mechanism is negligible 
when cel loss rate is 10-5 [46]. 
5.5.2 Optimum window size 
Figure 5.11 shows the relationship between the window size and the bandwidth e伍ciency achieved by our 
method. and the window size for three mi泊時 patterns of two types of connections (confidence intervals are 
within a few percentiles): the ratios between lightly loaded connections (1.5 :VIb/s) and heavily loadcd ones (6 
:v1bjs) are 10:0 、 8:2 ， and 4:6 
Figure 5.11 also shows two extreme admission controls. One is optimum control using the average rate 
and mean burst length of each cal. If an average rate and a mean burst length is obtained beforehand. we 
could admit the maximum number connections. An average rate and a mean burst length are. however, hard 
to predict at connection set-up 司 so we cannot adopt this method. The other extreme one is peak assignment 
control. Since only peak rate is used in this control 、 it can not achieve high bandwidth e伍ciency for bursty 
tra伍c. Since we assumeαi = 10, the peak assignment control achieves only 0.1 bandwidth e缶ciency.
Figure 5.11 shows that our method observes the QoS objective. since the bandwidth e伍ciency i t achieves is 
lower than that achieved by optimum control. Figure 5.11 shows that the optimum window size is the peak cel 
interval (C j Rl 二25) for the homogeneous case (1). A window smaler than 25 cells does not enhance bandwidth 
e白ciency. However. a window size of U' over 25 cells achieves nearly optimum bandwidth e伍ciency. This is 
explained below. 
Small windows are very sensitive to cel arrival since they indicate the start of an overload state when 
even a few cells have arrived within a short period. Therefore. small windows result in accurate cel loss ratio 
estimation. and so do not signi五cantly improve resource utilization. Conversely. windows larger than peak cel 
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Figure 5.11: Relat?nsh? between window size and bandw?th e伍clency.
intervals morc accurately detect the overload state where the cel emission rate from al connections exceeds 
link capacity. If the cel emission rate from a11 the connections exceeds the link rate , the fictitious queue length 
never becomes zero in a peak cel interva1. Thus , if the window size is set to the peak cel1 interval for the 
homogeneous casc 、 the method never takes any underload statc for the overload state. A window size larger 
than the peak cel interval tends to miss overload states whose durations are shorter than the window size. In 
addition. a long window is not suitable for real-time control. A window size equal to the peak cell interval is 
optimum for the homogeneous case. 
Figure 5.11 shows that as the ratio of low speed connections increases ， ωmust increase and approach 
the peak cel interval of low speed connection (C / R2二 100). A wi吋ow size of 100 cells nea均 achieves the 
optimum bandwid th e伍cìency for al possible connection ratios. In this caseぅ the behavior of a connection 
whose peak rate is 1.5 Mb/s is not negligible for a link whose capacity is 150 :vIb/s. However. the behavior of 
a connection whose peak rate is lower than one percent of the link rate does not have any impact on QoS [74]. 
In a heterogeneous enyironment. we should select the window s?e of the peak cel interval of the lowest rate 
type connection which has an impact on QoS. 
For statistical multipleピing gain. our method achieves bandwidth e伍ciencies three to five times higher than 
those offered by the peak assignment policy. Although for the sake of convergence of simulation runs. we used 
a burstiness factor a of 10. the method yields enn more benefits with very bursty tra伍c (sayぅ α=100).
5.5.3 Impact of traffic characteristics on performance 
The appl?ab?ity of our method was examined for a .vide yarìet}・ of input tra伍c parameters. 
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Peak rate 
Figure 5.12 shows the relationship between peak rate and bandwidth f>白 ciency for homogeneous connection 
with peak rates R ranging from 3 to 10 :vIb/s. Bandwidth e伍ciency achieved by the proposed method is 
plotted with 95% confidence intervals. ¥iVe assumeα二 10 ， B=100 kByte. The window size is assumed to be 
the optimum value for each peak rate (namely ω- C / R). Figure 5.12 also shows the bandwidth e伍cle町y
achieved by an upper bound formula [1]. 
The proposed method nearly achieves optimum bandwidth e白ciency for the ,...hole range of peak rate. The 
upper bound formula is based on the cel arrival distribution which does not ?clude any other 出sumptìon.
This non-parametr? nature of the upper bound formula is an attractive feature. but ? is hard to approach 
optimum bandwidth e伍ciency.
As the peak rate becomes larger. the bandwidth e白ciency fals. This is because the connection behavior 
starts to impact QoS. At a peak rate of over 10 Mb/s. we cannot generally expect signi五cant statistical 
multiplexi時 gains [?]. The applicability of our method is supported by the fact that it achieves close to 
optimum bandwidth e伍cier町 at peak rate at 10 :vIb/s for a link capacity of 150 ?vIb/s. 
Mean burst length 
Figure 5.13 shows the relationship between mean burst length and bandwidth e伍ciency. Bandwidth e伍cìency
achieved by the proposed method ? plotted w?h 95% confidence intervals. The homogeneous case is evaluated. 
:vIean burst length B ranges from 1 to 100 kBytes, and we ぉsume R=6 Mb/s.α=10. V¥?dow size is assumed 
to be the optimum value of 25 (= C / R)cells. 
Figure 5.13 shows that the bandwidth e伍ciency of our method is slightly lower than that of optimum control 
for short burst length. As burst length increases 、 our method achieves nearly optimum bandwidth e伍ciency
The reason for th? is ぉ follows.
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A buffe1' can absorb the burst leve1 contention for a short burst. The randomness of cel 1eve1 behavior is a 
dominam factor in cell10ss for a short burst. As bu1'st length increases: a buffer of feasib1e size (say. 10-1000 
cells) cannot abso1'b the burst 1evel contemion. Thus , burst 1eve1 behavior is a dominant factor in cell 10ss fo1' 
a long burst. 
The proposcd method. however. emph出izes the burst 1evel behavior by detecting the overload state whe1'ein 
the total emiss?n rate from al the active connections exceeds the 1ink capacity. That is. the method does not 
accurate1y cv-叫uate the cellloss 1'ate for sho1't bursts. It does、 howcver. achieve reasonab1e bandwidth e田ciency
fo1' al burst lengths eyaluatcd here. 
5.5.4 Evaluation of coefficientα 
sojourn times are less frequently updated than the a1'rival rates. the coe缶cient ﾟ should be la1'ger than αto 
accelerate the convergence of the mean sojourn times. 
90 connections are set up at time 0 sec. As connection setup requests arrive, they are always accepted until 
about 35 sec for al α. After about 35 sec. they are stil accepted for over 116 connections for α=10- 2 • 10-3 
However. if more than 116 connections are admitted: we can not keep 10-5 of cellloss rate as a QoS objective. 
Since 1arge αcan not eliminate high frequency components of cel ar1'ival 1'ates , it results in mis-admission duc 
to high variation of anticipated cel 10ss rate. 
Converse1y‘ small αeliminates the high frequency components of cel arriva1 1'ates. Thcn ‘ smal1 αp1'oduces 
a stable cell10ss rate. which successfully regu1ates the connection admission. In Fig. 5.14守 the connection setup 
requests over 116 are rejected for αof 10-4. Connection setup requests over 115 are rejected for αfrom 10-5 
to 10-6. These va1ues for αregu1ate the admission of connections we11. Thus. we can observe that the best 
choice of αis 10-5 in this case: from the viewpoint of maintaining the QoS objective. ~ ext. we examine the performance of our method fo1' the non-stationary case. where arrivals and departures 
of connection occur. 
If a ncw connection is admitted. cel arrival 1'ates are modified using peak rate so that they include a 
safety margin. These rates are updated usi時 measurements (see Eq. (5 .13 )) ・ The safety margins decrease as 
measurcment proceeds. Coe伍cientαin Eq. (5.13) dete1'mines the period in which these 1'ates approach the 
yalue fo1' the actual tra団c. v'¥?e study the saturated case. whe1'e the number of connections does not decrease. 
\\・e assume that the interval of connection request arrivals is exponential1y distributed with a mean of about 
1.4 sec and that each connection is not comp1eted. The number of connections monotonical1y increases unti1 a 
setup request is rejccted. Each connection has R = 6 :vIb/s.α= 10. B = 10 kBytes. The QoS objective of cel 
10ss rate is assumed to be 10-5. From a simu1ation study. we determine that a maximum of 116 connections 
is requircd to maintain the QoS objective for a link whose capacity is 150 :VIb/s . 
Figure 5. H shows a sample path of the number of accepted connections. This is obtained from a single run 
of a computer simulation. Coe伍cient a ranges from 10-2 to 10-6 and coe伍cient ﾟ is10-1. Since the mean 
5.6 Concluding remarks 
vVe developed a real-time algorithm for estimating :vIarkov modulated Poisson process ("YL¥1PP) parameters 
so as to calculate CLRs ranging over very 10w values. e.g ・. 1. 0e・ 5 to 1.0e-8. The deve10ped a1gorithm employs 
a fictitious queue and a window to determine the load states 、 i.e.. underload or overload. The algorithm・ s
performance was eva1uated through computer simulation. VVe showed that the CLR can be appropriate1y 
estimated by setting the window size to the minimum cel interval of the connections. We evaluated the effect 
of the connection peak rate う burstiness factor , and mean burst length on the basis of the accuracy of the 
estimated CLR. It was thus shown that our proposed method achieves conservative and accurate CLRs for al 
the values we are interested in. 
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It w出 suggested that the proposed algorithm can be applied to admission control. ¥iVe conducted a comｭ
puter simulation. which confirmed that the admission control method based on this algorithm achieves high 
bandwidth e伍ciency. The followings conclusions were made: 
• The method achieves nearly optimum bandwidth e日ciency for on-off sources with practical tra伍c characｭ
teristics ・ and i t guarantees the QoS ob jective for the practical parameter sets used herein (the peak rate 
ranges from 3 to 10 11b/s). Statistical multiplexi時 gains are 3 to 5 for bursty tra血c whose burstiness 
factor is 10. 
• The optimum window size is the peak cel interval of the lowest rate type connection which has an impact 
on QoS. The optimum window size achieves nearly optimum bandwidth e伍ciency. vVe used an optimum 
window size between 25 and 100 cells for mixtures of 1.5 :vIb/s and 6 :vIb/s connect?ns ? a 150 }lIb/s 
link according to the mixture ratio. 
Furthermore、 we studied the performancc for the non-stationary case, where arrivals of connection occur. It 
was thus shown that if the coe缶cientαof a first-order low-pass fil ter appl?d to cell arrival rate in our method 
is decided correctly. it protects mis-admission where too many admitted connections results in violation of QoS 
objectives. 
Since we measure the cel stream instead of measuring cell losses directly、 we can accuratelJ・ and quickly 
estimate the CLR ranging over very low values. Since the method characterizes the cel stream by 0'・erload
state and underload state. the measurement algorithm is simplified and is suitable for online processing. 
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Chapter 6 
Concluding relllarks 
The telecommunications industry is changing rapidly. :vIany multimedia applications arc being developed , and 
tra伍cvolume is growing at an exponential rate 部 seen in the recent explosive growth of the Internet. To handle 
this rapid growth and change, future networks must be scalable and adaptive. In this disscrtation we presented 
a scalable ATM switching architecturc and an adaptive admission control mechanism. In this architccture. it 
is easy to scale the switch size、 making it adaptable to changes of tra缶c characteristics. The main theme of 
our work was to achieve scalability and adaptability of ATM networks. To accomplish these two targets 司 we
developed (1) a scalable AT~I switch architecture, (2) a measurement-based adaptive admission control for 
tra伍c whose characteristic is unpredictable. (3) an adaptive admission control for multiple QoS levels , and (4) 
a real-time algorithm for estimating the CLR. 
In Chapter 2. we presented an scalable ATM switch architecture, which is based on a cell-bypass queueing 
discipline. ¥iVe investigated the effect of this cel bypass queueing discipline for the 2x 2 switching elements in 
a Banyan network. We started by doing an exact analysis of the 2 x 2 switching elements to derive the mean 
queue length at input port buffer , the throughput. and the cel blocking probabilities. v¥ie then developed 
an approximate analysis for the entire Banyan network by using our exact analysis. Simulation was used in 
those cases where analysis could not be applied. Our results showed that a Banyan network using cel bypass 
queueing discipline has a higher maximum throughput and a lower mean delay time than one using the FIFO 
discipline. 
Application of this analysis method to nonuniform input traffic models showed that there is a signi五cant
di百erence between the mean cel delay time experienced by the cel of the light tra伍c and those of heavy 
tra伍c in the switching element in some tra伍c situations. This difference is larger when using the cel bypass 
queueing discipline than when using the FIFO discipline under extremely unbalanced tra伍c conditions. We 
also examined this difference for the entire Banyan network. and found that the mean cel delay time does not 
increase larger with a wider scanning range even in the extremely unbalanced case. 
In Chapter 3. we presented our measurement-based adaptive admission control. ¥iVe presented our method 
for for designing a low-pass 五lter that calculates the instantaneous rate and our framework for bandwidth manｭ
agement based on this rate. A recursive type LPF was shown to perform stably regardless of the connection's 
peak rate. Our bandwidth management framework is based on the ma.ximum instantaneous rate observed 
during the monitoring period 
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Analysis of the distribution of the underload periods. in which the instantaneous rate does not exceed the 
link capacity. showed that the monitoring period is not affected by the peak rate and the burstiness factor. 
Analysis of the distribution of the number of admitted connections showed that 出 the mean holding time 
increases. the average number of admitted conncctions increases and becomes saturated. Our proposed method 
thus regulates the number of connections properly. vVe compared the performance of 0111" proposed method to 
that of conventional CAC rnethods and found that it achieves a higher maximurn nurnber of connections. vVe 
investigated the irnpact of long range dependent tra伍c on the performance of our proposed rnethod and found 
that it does not degrade the performance. 
¥iVe demonstrated a simple hardware irnplernentation by dividing the rnoni七oring period into several bins and 
expressing the srnoothing coe日cient of the recursive LPF by a power of two. vVe showed that the computational 
complexity of our proposed rnethod is low and constant irrespective of the size of the switching fabric. 
Because our bandwidth rnanagernent method does not assume any mathematical rnodel and can be impleｭ
mented in simple hardware ‘ it is well suited for practical AT:vI switching systems. 
In Chapter 4 we prcsented our admission control for multiple QoS targets. By alternating separate and 
aggregate control adaptively according to the number of weak-burst connections requesting a 10w CLR ‘ we can 
maximize the number of adrnitted connections. We use a binary-search algorithm to calcu1ate the required 
bandwidth for each queue to speed up the bandwidth re-allocation process. 羽匂 use two simple and fast 
appro氾rnations to calculate the individual CLRs. thereby reducing the computational comp1exity. 
In Chapter 5 、 we presented a real-tirne algorithm for estimating the :vIarkov modulated Poission process 
parameters so as to calculate CLRs ranging over very 10¥' values. e.g ・. 1.0e-5 to 1.0e-8. The developed a1gorithm 
uses a f?titious queue and a window to determine the load state: underload or overload. Simulation of the 
performance of the algo1'i thm showed that we can estirnate the CLR closely by setting the window size to the 
minimurn cell interval of the connections. vVe evaluated the effects of the connection peak rate, bu1'stiness 
factor. and mean burST length on the accu1'acy of the estirnated CLR. We found that our proposed method 
achi('yes conservative and accurate CLRs for al the values in which we are interested. 
Because we measure the cell strearns instead of measuring celllosses directly. we can estimate CLRs 1'anging 
oyer ver}・ lowyalues accurately and quickly. Because cel streams are characterized as being in an overload state 
or undcrload state in our method司 measurement algorithm is simple and thus suitable for online processing. 
¥Ve concluded this dissertation by mentioning future work. The proposed measurement method in Chapter 3 
should be extended into a network-wide bandwidth management framework. vVe are now designing such a 
framework [75. ï6 ‘ 71. 78]. In the admission control fo1' multiple QoS targets described in Chapter 4. we 
assume that accurate peak and average rates are given. However. it is di伍cult to declare accurate peak and 
average rates. A mechanism for measuring these rates and one for dynamic bandwidth re-allocation rnechanism 
bascd on the measurements need to be developed. 
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Appendix A 
Derivation of transition probabilities 
for analysis of Banyan network 
A.l Derivation of transition pro babilities for 2 x 2 switching ele圃
ment 
The derivation of transition probabilities for the 2x2 switching element is rather complicated to write down al 
of those here. Then. we wil1 show an example for the derivation of the transition probability in this appendix. 
For this purpose. we consider the transition probability from the state II(t) = (( 1, 2): 1; (1 , 1): 0) to the state 
I(t + 1) = (1. 2): 1:(1. 1): 0) for the c出e of Sl ニ S2 ニ 2. The current state I(t) = (1. 2): 1: (1 , 1): 0) is
illustrated in Fig.A.1. The number speci五ed in the buffer shows the destination output port for cells. The 
destination of the cel located in the third place in the input port buffer 1 has never been determined by our 
state representations. The cel bypass queueing discipline chooses the cel1 destined for output port 2 in thc 
input port buffer 1. and the cel1 destined fo r・ the output port 1 at thc head of もhc input port buffer 2 for the 
next transmissions. Depending on the condition of the output ports ヲ the state transition can be classified into 
the following four cases. 
Case 1: Only the output port 1 isavailable. i . e ・. next transmitting cel will be able to be accepted at the 
input port buffer of the next stage connected from output port 1 at the current stage. The corresponding 
pro bability is given by rl (1 -r2). 
Only the cel at the input port buffer 2 can be transmitted to the output port 、 and the cell in the input port 
buffer 1 will be held at least until next time slot. Then the next state becomes I(t+1) = ((1 ,2): 1: (1.1): 0) 
1吋en (1) no cel arrives at input port 1 with probabil町 ( 1 ー (Pll + P12)). and (2) the cel destined for 
output port 1 arrives at input port 2 with probability P21 ・
Case 2: Only the output port 2 isavailable. The probability of this event is given by (1 -r l) r2 ・
Only the cel destined for output port 2 at input port buffer 1 can be transmitted. At input port 
buffer 1. the cel moying into the scope of the scanning range from the third location in the buffer 
should be destined for output port 2. Furthermore. a new cell should arrive for the next state II(t + 1) 
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to be (1. 2): 1; (1, 1): 0). Those probabilities are given by P12/(Pll + P12) and Pll + P12 、 respectively.
Furthermoreヲ there should be no cel arrivals at input port buffer 2. This event occurs with probability 
(1 -P21 -P22). 
B Appendix 
Case 3: Both output ports 1 and 2 are available with probability T 1 T2 ・
In this case. cels at both input ports 1 and 2 are scrved. Then. it is necessary that at input port 1 ヲ the
cel moving into the scanning range is destined for output port 2. and that a cel newly arrives. A cel 
dcstined for output port 1 should arrive at input port buffer 2. 
for function density spectral Power 
Case 4: Neither output port 1 nor output port 2 isavailable with probability (1 -Tl)(l -T2)' 
In this cぉe. no cels should arrive at both input port buffers 1 and 2. The probability for this event is 
given by (1 -(Pll + P12))(l ー (P21 + P22)) ぅ
filter low-pass 
By summing up al probabilities in the above four cases. we have 
Tl (1 -T2)(1 -Pll -P12)P21 
+(1 -Tr)T仇2( 1 -P21 -P22 
一PTob[I(t + l)III(t)] 
Sliding window B.l 
+Tl T2P12P21 
入 (2) =戸 _-kαω
A z-transform of Eq. (3.4) becomes (A.1) +(1-Tl)(l-T2)(1 -Pl1 -P12)(1 -P21 -P22). 
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For other state transitions 、 the corresponding transition probability can be derived in a similar way. 
:¥"ow the transfer function of Eq. (B.1) H(:) becomes 
入 (z) 1 トlk
H(z) = 一一ニー予ニ κα(z)T t二。
Derivation of transition probabilities for IBC buffers 
for the l-th IBC buffer arc given as follows: 
A.2 
(B.2) ThE' transition probabilitie 
For qmcl (t) 二 O
Substitute 二 byexp (jωTs ) in Eq. (B.2). we have 
(A.1) with prob. 1 -PrBcl 
with prob. PIBC/ 
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(B.3) tε川TH( ei'.;T.) 
_ T-l 
手工(∞s(k ..JTs) -j叫んTs ))vY仙 prob. (1 -PrBc/ )TIBC1 
with prob. (1 -PIBCI )(1 -TrBcl) +PlBC/ TrBCI 
with prob. PTBCI (1 -TIBC/) 
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For 1 ~ qIBC/(t) < LrBC/ 
Eq. (B.4) can be expressed by the amplitude where j=Vご1 and .J=27?f ,J denotes the signal frequency. 
characteristics I H (ω) I and the phase characteristics e (ω) . 
(A.2) 
(B.4) H(eJωTs ) = IH ( ..J )lej8 ( 凶)with prob.(l -PlBC/ )TIBC/ 
with prob.(l-PlBc/)(l-TIBCI) + PIBC/TIBC/ + PIBc/(l -TIBC/) 
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For qIBC/(t) = LJBc/ 
(A.3) 
(B.5) 
「一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一ーーーーーーー ，-
~ow a power spectral function of Eq. (3.4) S(ω) is given by Eq. (B..5). 
ー T-l
S(..J) = 京工(c州k. :Ts) + sin2 (ル乙))
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B.2 Recursive low-pass filter 
A ;:;-transform of Eq. (3.6) becomes 
入 (二 ) = αα ( .:)+ ( 1- α).: -1 入 (::) ・
The transfer function of Eq. (B.6) H (二) is given by 
入 (z)
H(z) = 一一=一一一一α(.:) 
Substitute z by exp(jwTs) in Eq. (B.ï ), 
H(ejwT.) = α 
1 -( 1 ー α)exp( -jωTs ) 
Eq. (B.8) is expressed by the amplitude characteristic IH (ω) 1 and the phase characteristics e (り
H (eJωT. ) = IH (ω) ! ejBCω ) 
Power spectral function of Eq. (3.6) 5(..,;) is given by Eq. (B.10) 
α2 
S (ω) = IH (ω) 1 2 = (1 - α )2 -2 ( 1 ー α)cos ( ..，;Ts )
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(B.6) 
(B.7) 
(B.8) 
(B.9) 
(B.10) 
[一一-二二二二ー一ー一一一一一一一一三里|
